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CMonday, November 15, 199.[)

IPortsmouth, Ohio
IO percent course reduction
planned for Winter Quarter

J

Reaction mixed across University Community

By Bill Holines
Oc Editor-in-Chief
Shawnee State University is curreritly reducing course offerings by
ten percent, on acampus-wide basis,
for Winter Quarter from the number
taught last year.
Theneedforcutswasdecidedon
by SSU President Di'. Clive Veri in
consultation with Provost AL. Addington, Vice-President of Business
Affairs Dr. David Creamer, and the
Deans of the various Colleges. Apparently, the primary area that the
University will target is lower di;vision classes. These classes are worth
fewer Eull~Time Equivalents
(FfE's), which are one measure 9f
State funding.
The Chronicle spoke with
Creamer about this action by administration. Creamer stated. "Dr. Veri
put this plan together based on the
negative feedback he was getting
from myself afid others about the
number and timing ofcourse cancelJations and the difficulty some stu.·dents were encountering toward
graduation.''
· Creamer told The Chronicle the
ieal impact of the program will not
be in monetary savings to the University, but itj increased student
confidence in the course listings.
Cre~r stated, '' Its primary objective is tosignificantly reduce the
number course cancellations that
are occurring. Byscaling back offerings, students can be more confident
that late changes to their schedules

of

will not occur.''

.

fyderal Mediator issues proposal

Miner elected SEA President

By Bill Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief
Earl Leonhardt, Mediator with
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, announced on Friday,
November 12, that "he has made the
recommendation for settlement on
all unresolved issues between
Shawnee State University and the
Shawnee Education Association. ' '
The mediator stated in a press release
that he is '' encouraging both sides to
ratify his proposed settlement.'' The

proposal came out of two days of
meetings called by the mediator.
The SEA has not established a
definite time on which to vote on the
proposal. However, membersofthe
SEA are currently reviewing the
docwnent. Dr. Jeff Bauer, current
SEA President and Associate Professor of Geology, said that if there
was a vote it would be within two
See Proposal page 20

He explained, '' It ha.s the impact
of modestly lowering our adjunct
faculty costs, but this really was not
why it was undertaken.'• He added,
"At this point, this was not even
considered as a form of savings.
Again, large dollar savings are not
expected because many of these
Dr. Edward C. Miner
courses were canceled anyway, The
goalistohaveamorerealisticschedule at the outset rather than ~ t
multiple sections ha.ve been
celed." ·
By Bill Holmes
./
meetings.
Section 3.B. the contract states,
Creamer told The Chronicle, '' I uc Editor-in-Chief
MichaelBryan, an adjunct proBryan stated about the role of "Thesearefacultywhoteach 12or
thinkthatthisissueisbeingmadeto
the questionnaire he submitted, "It fewer credit hours per quarter and
sound like another financial issue fessor atthe University and a Ports[the survey] isjusttofigureoutour no more than 28 credit hours per
,when it really is not. I would expect mouth native, is still trying to ereacademicyear."Thisremainsconthatthe total number of courses be~ atearepresentativebodyforadjunct concerns. It is not just about salary."
sistent with the language found in
ing taught next term will be down facuJty members. On October 26,
The meetings began in early the University's Last and Final Ofdue to some multiple sections being 1993 Bryan submitted a questionfer, which expanded the adjuncts'
taught less frequently and the reduc- naire to the adjunct faculty mem- · October.
"lthoughtourfirst
workloadmaximumtotweJvefrom
bers
asking
what
areas
concerned
Bryansays,
tion in the number ofgeneral
meetings were successful and very
the J990-93 Contract that provided
electives. However, students also them. Severa) of the areas refor a maximum of ten hours.
will see fewer course cancellations searched were: adjunct faculty of- encouraging.''
The University, in consultation
Under terms of the Mediator's
and a greater emphasis being placed fice space, adjunct storage space,
on course offerings that assist, not relationship with full-time faculty, Recommendation for Settlement with the Association [SEA], shall
relationship with administration,
between Shawnee State Univerdevelop a plan to reduce dependetiJlCt, from graduation.'•
of
SSU,
curricula,
pay
sity
and
the
Shawnee
Education
dence
on part-time faculty."
the
future
Creameradded, ''Basedonthese
scale,
scheduling,
second
class
Association
(SEA),
the
adjunct
Several
studies have pointed
reports [initiated by Veri to the Profaculty members will have the abilout that the Uruversityrelies heavily
vost and Deans], Di', Veri directed treatment, SSU labor disputes, budon the part-time faculty. Accordity to teach up ta J 2 credit hours
the Provost and the Deans to work gets, etc. He also asked members
per quarter and up to 28 in an
ing to the preliminary report of the
towards these issues with ten percent about possible meeting times and
See Adjunct page 18
being the. barometer for measuring reasons for not attending earlier academic year. Under Article II,
the effectiveness of the initial imple"
mentation as it relates to Winter
Members of the 82nd Airborne parachutes onto Campus Green
Quarter schedule."
By
Bill Holmes
Creamer felt that there would be
Editor-in-Chief
Shawnee State University and the of psychology Ted Strickland.
See Reductions page 13
On Monday, November 8,
Ohio Bureau of Employment SerSSU President Clive C. Veri
".ices opened up National Hire-a- welcomed the guests and the honorVeteran Week with ceremonies out- ees who took part at the University.
side the University Commons' Rich Fraley, Commander of the
Terrace honoring area veterans. The American LegionPost47 l was Masweek November 8-13 was recog- ter of Ceremonies.
The ceremony gave special recnized as National Hire-a-Veteran
Week.
ognition to World War I veteran
Featured representatives read Lloyd V. Pitts. A 75th anniversary
proclamations that recognized Vet- commemorative World War I medal
erans' Week and related· activities. to the 97 year-old Pitts, whose birthSpeakers included Ohio
day was November 13. Pitts entered
House Speaker Vem Riffe; Scioto military service July 1919.
County Commissioners Vern
Speaker Riffe stated, "We are
"Skip" Riffe III and Bill Ogg; U.S. heretodaytorecognize veterans from
Senator Jan Michael Long; Repre-. three great states who have served
sentative Mark Malone; recently their country. Weare survivors--we
reelected Portsmouth Mayor Frank- are the ones who returned to family
lin T. Gerlach; Air Force Tech SGT. and friends when the fighting was
Jim Davies; and Francis Strickland, done or our service eo1ppJeted.
appearing on behalf of U.S. RepreBut many of us are not without
sentative and former SSU professor Continued on page 13

SSU adjunct faculty continue to organize===

can.- The role of adjunct faculty reviewed State-wide

course

SSU participates in Hire A Vet Celebration;;;;;_;;;;;____
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rofessor ~eacts to Congressman's lecture====~

Editor's Note: The following letter was addressed to The
Honorable Ted Strickland in response to his lecture as a visiting
professor at Shawnee State University o_n November I, 1993. See
related article on page JO.
Dear Congressman Strickland:
I had the opportunity to hear
you l<1cture at Shawnee State University on November 1. I want to
formally react to a number of the
issues you raised during the
evening.
On the issue of campaign finance reform, I think the reforms
you and others are proposing attack the symptoms but not the disease. Political Action Committees, think tanks, and other special
interest groups ("Big Oil" in your
lecture) are reacting to the things
Congress does. The real problem

with special interests is not that
they are willing to spend incredible sums of money to influence
the political process, but that the
Congress routinely passes special
interest laws that are worth spending incredible sums of money on.
When you pass special interest
laws, the special interests organize
to get their piece of the Congressional pie. Stop passing the laws
and the PAC money will dry up.
Your comment on most issues
being split 60/40 and rarely being
99/1 struck me as an embarrassingly honest thing for a Congressman to admit. The tyranny of democracy is that it always forces the
minority to go along with the majority. That is why our founding
fathers enacted a Constitution to
limit the powers of Congress to
only those truly collective items

like coining money, providing for
national defense , establishing
courts of -law, etc. That is, Congress is not supposed to act for
individual or special •interests but
for the "general Welfare." Truly
legitimate laws can pass 99/1 !
I urge you to work toward returning Congress to its legitimate,
Constitutional role. You have
taken an oath to uphold the Constitution of the United States; where
does it give the. Congress the authority to buy health insurance,
subsidiz~ farmers, or protect endangered species? You complain
about the hatefulness and divisiveness of Congress, and I respond it
is your own doing. When Congress is in the business of arbitrarily giving out favors to friends
and penalties to enemies, then
people become politically polar-

C_
HAos and_comedy come .

to Th.e Cflronicle . .·. .

.

ized. People begin to focus on
satisfying their needs and desires
through Congressional taxes and
programs rather than through markets, families, ch~ches, and communities.
In closing, I thank you for
taking the time to come to Portsmouth to share your views. I
found you to be a thoughtful and
caring person, certainly more
ingenuous than many of your
colleagues appear to be. Though,
I am reminded of your surprise at
how hard people work in Washington. The complaint is not that
Congressman do not work hard,
our complaint is what they work
hard at doing.
Respectfully,
Robert A. Lawson, Ph.D.
Asst. ProfessorofEconomic
Shawnee State University

·

Dear Editor:

I am currently looking for more newsp.apers who are in,terested in ·
.runnin,8 n.tY con.tic, CHAOS. I think you wiJIJ'ind that they are of the
•h.i,gh~t-quality, and rm sure .yo~r tt:ad~fs will find them entertain"

ing.

'

.,;· . .,

·.. · ·

CHAOS h~ been a:nd is currently be4l.g run in many college ·
rtewspapers arotntd the country. and. thei-esponse has been extremely positive- with editQf$ ap.~ r¢.~d~~ ~µc~ as.'40~~ at.the Daily .
C~iforniat1 at UC Berkeley voting CHAOS the best cartoon for
three years in a row~ The comic is drawn by a college student, and
the hurno.r is perfect for this audience~

Sintei'~ly; .

J.trian Shuster

tu.rn

Editor's Mote: For more of CHAOS
to the new UC Humot .
page on page 17. Please drop us a note atMassie 41 _l or give us a
call at 355-2278 (extension 278 on campus) and let us know what
you think of CHAOS and comedy in the UC and if you would like
to see more..
The UC Humor page accepts sul>missions from all members of
.the University Community. lfyouhave something funny, submis.sions should be stint the attention of Brian J. Overman. UC News ·
Editor.

t.o

The University Chronide Letter to the Editor Poli~y........_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The,University Chronicle encourages·its readers to respond to
the editor and express their views and
opinions ofarticles appearing in the newspaper.

Address letters to Letter to the Editor,
The University Chronicle, SSU, Massie
411, 940 Second Street, Portsmouth, Ohio
45662. Letters may also be personally
delivered to ihe newspaper office. in
Massie4ll.
..
.
The best letters are brief. Writers should limit their correspon•
dcnce to 150 words. The University Chronicle reserves the right to

edit letters for length.

The University Chronicle reserves the
right to not publish letters ()()ntaining obscenities, profanity or libel. 11,e UniverM
sity Chronicle reserves the right to limit
publication of letters from frequent writ.ers. The University Chronicle also reserves
the right to not publish letters ,which ap~
peared in otht:=r newspapers, ·
All letters must be signed and CQntain addresses and telephone
numbers of the writer

to the Editor

The t:Jniversity ChronicJe welcomes your tetter to the Editor.
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Showdown at The Drygulch Chronicle!

It was hot that day in the offices of
the Drygulch Chronicle when the Kid
showed up.
The air-conditioning had been
busted for a week and the wisp of a
breeze that occasionally straggled
through the open window did little to
alleviate the searing dryness. This had
beenanespeciallyhotdayandnowthe

take, sure. Butthekindofmistakethat Special-made?"
might one day spell disaster. Orpossi''No. Took it off a dead program-.
bly disastere.
mer."
He slung the page away angrily.
"I had these made up special in
What'swrongwithmelately?hewon- Silicon Valley." With a movement so
dereci. He was making too many silly fast Manson couldn't follow it, the
little errors like that. Those mistakes Kid slid the mice out of their holsters
would catch up to him one day. He and held them toward him.
leaned back in his chair and took a
He's thinking he can take me,

sun
nearing
its zenith.
the
sun was
would
be a blazing
discSoon
directly
overhead, capable of frying eggs on a
monitor.
Manson hunched over a HewlettPackard 486. His face was strained
with the effort as he peered intently at
themonitorscreen. His right hand was
a blur as he slid his mouse with quick,
efficient movements over the tractionpad. The screen flickereci rapidly as he
selected commands, moved text,
pasted graphics. He moved faster near
theend,hishandmovingmorequickly

drag
from
his
home-roll.
Maybe
/ 'm getting too old
for this game, he
thought.
Thatwaswhen
he noticed the Kid
outofthecornerof
his eye.
"You 're pretty
fast with a mouse,"
the Kid said.
"Thanks,"
Manson
said

own right. He'd gotten the name
"Gabby" because of a run-in he' dhad
with some lnjun woman back in his
younger days. She'dknockedhisfront
teeth out, 'cause he didn't know any
better than to call her a "squaw."
Gabby'd learned a lot since then,
though, and looking at the Kid, he
knew this problem wouldn't just go

r-===--~===========-----=--~ wouldn't
away. The stop
Kid
·
r-=-===;.,
until he got his
A View from
shot at the Man
(or, in this
th"e'. """heap
~ .
· :
.

Seats.

~====~!J
~=~=======~=========~=~~
by
Jay Arr Henderson

than the human eye could follow, the
screen a flickering blur of images.
Suddenly, it was over and Manson
leaned slowly back in his chair, the
tension leaving him. There before him
on the screen was a perfectly laid-out
page of newspaper print. Manson
smiled as he surveyed his handiwork.
The graphics were placed for maximumeffect. Thetextflowedsmoothly.
The tracking was just right, the words
neither so bunched up that the story
was hard to read nor loose enough to
leave embarrassing gaps. The header
was perfectly placed.
He slid his mouse into the leather
holster on his hip. Almost disdain-·
fully,heflickedhisfingersligh~over
the keys, tapping in the commands
thatwouldsendthedatatotheprinter.
He took a pouch of Bull Durham from
his shirt pocket and rolled a cigarette
with one hand as the printer hummed
to life. A few moments later, he was
reading the finished page.
·
Hegruntedashereadtheheadline
to the story in •lie lower-right corner.
SOSopeningceremoneyp/anned He
had put an extra "e" in the word "ceremony." It was a mistake. A tiny mis-

warily. His hand
moved fractionally closer to his mouse.
He looked the Kid over. A shock of
red hair fell down the left side of the
Kid's face. He stood easy, confident.
He was good and he knew it. Manson
tensed He had seen this kind before. A
young punk, looking to make a rep by
taking on the top mouse.
"They tell me you can lay out a
page faster 'n' just about anybody,"
the Kid said.
Arqund the room, bystanders
tensed and began to move silently
away from the two men.
"Maybe," Manson said.
"I'm pretty fast myself."
''What handle you go by, son?"
Manson said casually.
"SomepeoplejustcallmetheKid.
Some call me Kid Uber. Some call me
Uberkid. At my Wednesday Night
Club, they call me Louise, but never
mind that now."
"I'm-"
"Iknowwhoyouare,"theKidsaid
coldly.
Of course you do. Manson said
nothing.
''Ni~lookin'mouseyougotthere.

By Matthew RawUnp

his cronies that N.A.F. T.A. isa bad plan

·

Manson realized. And maybe he can.
He 's got good hands. Manson let his
eyes wander over the mice. Looked
perfectly balanced. Mother-of-pearl
inlay on the backs. He knew the three
clickers on each one would be set for
a hair trigger.
''Nice," Manson said.
"How fast are you, Manson?"
"You wantin' to find out, boy?''
Manson slid around in his swivel chair
·to face the Kid squarely.
The Kid smiled. "I'm ready."
There was a sudden commotion as
the other people in the room flattened
themselves against the far walls.
Just at that moment, the editor of
theDrygulch Chronicleemergedfrom
his cubicle. "What's all the comm~
lion out here?" he barked.
''There'sagonnabeashowdown!"
cackled a wizened old geezer who
hung around the newsroom a lot in
those days.
"Shut up, Mark, you're only a
figurehead," the editor barked. He
looked the two combatants over carefully. Our editor back then was Gabby
Holmes, a pretty good mouser in his

-,t;

case,
the Manson)
and it might as
well be now.
"Ifyou guys
are gonna do
this, you might
as well do it
right,"be he
"I'll
thesaid.
ref-

eree. Manson,
you stay where you are. Kid, you sit
down at that Hewlett-Packard across
from him. We're gonna see just how
good you are."
With an insolent flip of his reddish
locks, the Kid slid into a seat.
"Get those transfer disks over
here,"Gabbysaidandtwosportswriten rushed to obey.
The Kid and Manson eyed each
other warily as the transfer disks were
brought and their directories loaded
up.
In a minute or so, everything was
setto go. Gabby held his handkerchief
high in the air and dropped it.
The two combatants drew their
mice and fired rapid commands atlhe
screen.
A crowd had started to gather by
that time. Miss Julie had heard about
theactionclearovecattheLongBranch
Saloon and now she stood transfixed
asshewatchedthelightning-fastmoves
ofthetwomen. Theminutesdragged
by as the two men began to perspire
heavily in the baking-hot office.
Suddenly, it was over. Manson sat
baclcaspaperspewedfromhis)Xlllter.

Gabby Holmes, as referee, picked up
the pages as they fell from the machine
and handed them to the poofreader, a
bedraggled, half-civilized Indian who
hoped someday to go to Harvard.
You could see the tension in the
savage's face as he pored over the
pages. He knew that it was all up to
him now. He stareci intently at the
pages searching for obvious mistakes.
Everybody in the room was holding their breath as the p-oofreader's
eyes swept quickly ovec the page from
top to bottom.
"It's all correct," he pronounced.
A cheer went up from the crowd
and they rushed to hug and congratulate Manson.
Paper was spewing from the Kid's
printer- now, but it no longer mattered.
Manson had won. He was still the
Man.
"Myhero,"Mansoo'swomanaied
as she threw her arms around him.
"Drinks are on the house," Miss
Julie declared.
As the crowd lifted Manson to
their shoulders and carried him aaoss
the street to the Loog Branch for a
celebration, the Kid quietly holstered
his mice and slinked away.
1Jte crowd could not know what
their victorio~ hero was thinking as
he rode on their shoulders. Sure, he
thought, / won this one. But what
about the nert time? I'm getting too
old/or this. Maybe it's time I lnmg up
mymice.
The office was empty now, except
for the lone Indian. He picked up the
pages that had meant so much and
looked down at them. He withdrew a
reef pencil from his pocket and s~
pily circled the main headline, whicll
read "Kollege declares Ultimate
Imposse."
"Manson; you ass, you'll never
learn to spell," he muttered as he
dropped the pages in the trash can.
JayArrHendersonistheUC Production Manager.

Conservative explains N.A.F.T.A. to Perot, "Fascists" and "boneheads" v
(never telling them c_actly why) and
H. Ross Perot, (A.K.A. "The Little that each of them needs to scurry home
General" with the drill Sgt. haircut, the and write their Congressman and Sena-

UC

Opjnjon

Edjtpr

physique of Gary Coleman, and a voice
that sounds like he has his "manlihood"
caught in a vice-grip), describes the
North American Free Trade Agreement
as a "... huge sucking sound... " that will
pullU.S.jobssouthoftheborder.Perot
lear jets his way across the amber fields
of grain holding rally after rally stringing together an endless series of
soundbites. Hordes of paranoid schizos,
hackedoffrcdnccks,andmmbiesgather
to bow to this demagogue which looks
and sounds like a cross between Benito
Mussolini and Jed Clampett. Perot tells

tors to infonn them that if they vote for
N.A.F. T.A. then they will not vote for
them ever again (not knowing why, but
darnitt if H. Ross Perot thinks it's bad
than gosh-darnitt it must be!). Armed
with mindless protectionists Perot has
turned the N.A.F. T.A. debate into a war
of puns.

Yourstrulyhasgonetogreatlengths

to "hit the streets", so to speak, and
solicit the view of the common folk of
Southern Ohio concerning N.A.F.T.A..
What I have found is that hanlly anyone
knows exactly what the treaty is! Hard

hats, country boys, and arch protectionists will waste no time in telling you that
N.A.F.T.A. will cost jobs and conservatives and liberals will tell you that it will
create jobs in the long run but very few
of any of the aforementioned can tell
you why. The experience will no doubt
inspire a future article concerning the
commercialization of the American mind. Everyone wants their political
issues to be diluted into 30 seconds
worth of catch phrases but I digress,

protectionist ecdnomy and in order to
sell products to Mexicans you have to
haul your company south of the border.
Mexico's economy is one of the fastest
growing in the world and the key to
remaining competitive in this new gle>
bal economy that we are all in is opening_markets to flood U.S. products with.
N.A.F.T.A. will tear down the economic
boundary Mexico has built around itself hence increasing American exports
hence creating American jobs!
kind of.
Labor unions, Perot, and other asSo what is N.A.F. TA? The treaty sorted pinkos and fascists have run a
reduces tariffs between the U.S., multi-million dollar scare campaign
Mexico, and Canada over a number of portraying N.A.F.T.A. as a horrid beast
yearscreating the largest free trade block that will drag American companies to
in the wm'ld. Cum:ntly Mexico has a Mexico in search of lower-wages. Well

you boneheads, any company can do

that now! If it is lower wages companies
want then they would flock to
Bangladesh. The campoign against
N.A.F.T.A. is really about eliminating
competition. The unions and Perot make
a hefty profit off of die status quo. If
N.A.F. T.A. fails to pass then the U.S.
will be the only country in the world
shying away from an inevitable global
market and ten to twenty years from
now the good ole' U.S. of A'will be left
in the cold following a vicious buttkicking at the hands ot Asian, European, and even Latin trade blocks. The
U.S. must take the Mexicans and
Mounties and do some butt-kicking of
our own before it's too late.

The University Chronicle

Pia)' time is over!
.,

I hate to sound alarmist-I'm multiply on their own, he explains,
not the overly cautious type, and I there would have been millions of
don't scare easily-but now thatthe sinful Middianites in need of God's
conservatives and the religious "cleansing". Their slaughter, he
right have succeeded, for all prac- concludes, was actually an expantical purposes,in keeping gays and sion of God's love.
lesbians out of
the military,
they're beginning to sound
more militant (if
that's possible)
andeven violent.
Is there bloodshed in our future?
Take Rev. Pat "Giggles"
Guess who the modern
Robinson, for instance. "You've Middianites are?
got a country full of homosexuForget for a moment that he
als,"He'sbeentellinghisdisciples actually used the word "cleanslately, "people who are living to- ing", which comes eerily close to
gether out of wedlock, who are. what the Serbians. are doing in
engaging in drunkeMess, fomica- Bosnia nowadays. Calling violence
tion, drug addiction, crime, and an act of love is like calling rape a
violence. Now what are you going show of affection. Robertson, along
to do with all those people? with his self-righteous cronies,
Rush Limbaugh, Rev. Lou Sheldon,
Playtime is over!"
Our friend Robertson goes on Pat Buchanan, Jesse Helms, and
to discuss the Middianites (who- Jeny Falwell, really think that the
ever they were), a people whom only way to save us is to destroy
the Israelites slaughtered one day us. What is most frightening is that

The Liberal Slant
by

Daniel Stewart
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is God's secretary.
Don't you just love people who
tell it to you straight?
The radical conservatives' typical platform is as follows: Are you
tired of: rap Qtusic, foreign interests, AIDS, sexual perverts, and being intimidated for being white?
We,thesuperiorrace,are
committed to the interest
andideasofthewhitemajority. We are growing
fast and strong because
we have never compro. mised our cultural values
or the truth! Nevermind that we
cower under sheets and thrive on
bigotry and ignorance.
, Sadly, many parts of society
continue to perceive blacks as inferior, women as second class citizens, and gays as legitimate targets for abuse.
·
The malice, bigotry and hatred
will not end if we remain silent.
Let us join together and put an end
to institutionalized sexism, racism
and homophobia.
Daniel Stewart is a Guest
Writer for
The University

e;;~~•;d;~;·tt;;MG;;i;~h ;;~
Some events in the course of
human history defy logic. The
marriage of super-babe Julia Roberts to super-dog Lyle Lovett,
caucasian Tommy Morrison being
a genuine heavyweight contender,
and the re-election of Franklin T.
Gerlach as Mayor of Portsmouth. The thanks, or more
appropriately the blame, goes
to the local chapter of the AFLCIO which deployed its storm
troopers into the city streets to
round up brainwashed Democrats and force them into the
voting booths to pull the donkey lever.. It didn't hurt that
the zombie voters bought
Gerlach 's t. v. ads and handouts
which took credit for everything
except the invention of the wheel
or, more ill line with the culture of
this area, the inventing of the gun
rack.
Gerlach ran a Jon Lovitz campaign, (Lovitz played the compulsive liar on Saturday Night Live
for those of you that are, to be
politically correct, comedy-impaired). The sash-man took credit
for 173/74, the downtown beautification project, the forthcoming
juvenile .detention center, and
Project Playground, all of which
he had little or nothing to do with.
173/74 was put forth by Congressman Bill Harsha over a decade .

1

ago, the downtown beautification thewayofthetidy-bowlman. Four
was originally opposed by Gerlach more years of city money funding
because he thought it would cost · Christmas lights to hang on vacant
him too much due to the large shop windows and bozos attemptchunks of property he owns down- ing to do Shakespeare with a southtown, the groundwork for the juve- . em twang. And who among you
nile detention center (which is in does not cringe at the thought of
four more years of the Mayor's rap
songs and the sash!
Well, what can you expect
from an area that continues to
elect a County Prosecutor that
couldn't convict Hitler of war
crimes, a sheriff that conjures
up images of Otis from the
BfMatthew Rawlings '
"Andy Griffith show", and
County Commisioners that
"misplace" tens of thousands
of tax dollars. Community AcFranklin Furnace, not Portsmouth) tion, Shawnee Labor Council, and
was laid by Governor Voinovich, the County Democratic party play
House Speaker Vern Riffe, former Peter Piper to the voters of SouthCongressman Bob McEwen, and ern Ohio and as a result our area
my father, and, as far as Project continues to plummet into an abyss
Playground is concerned, that was of welfare and government addicaccomplished through Women's tion. So either wise up or start
Inc. ·and the tireless efforts of the stockpiling caMed goods. From
late Maxine Levi. The only thing Slick Willie to Mayor Gerlach we
Frank did was pop up the day of will all experience an economic
construction and snap photos of Ultra-Slimfast era together. The
only good to come out of this atrochimself.
So, good citizens of Ports- ity will be that our generation will
mouth, brace yourself for the sash/ finally be able to rival our grandgraft era. Four more years of a parents ~tories of the Great Decriminal defense attorney oversee- press ion.
ing the police force. Four more
Matthew Rawlings is the UC
years of taxpayers' money going Opinion Editor.

The Radical
Conservative
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Opinion

The effects of liberalism

"okay" in the l 990's. It doesn't
Columnist
.·
matter what God says about this
-<6-nyone noticing .the subtle act, man okays it and the matter is
changes going on in .America these settled. Maybe for some people,
days? What once was a country but NOT for me!
that prided itself on conservatism,
The other day, my wife and I
morality, and Godliness has now were in an area bookstore when we
become so liberal that it does not found an entire section of books
know the difference between ac- labeled "GAY STUDIES". This
ceptable and unacceptable behav- absolutely angered me to no end.
ior.
Now this "lifestyle" has not only
In my opinion, this stems in a gained acceptance in social circles,
large part, from our our very lib- it now can be read about at your
eral President in Washington. Say local bookstore!! Imagine one of
what you want about George Bush, your children picking up one of
but when he was in office, at least these books and thumbing through
this country had a sense of moral- it to learn all about. the wonderful
ity and right and wrong about it. world of being homosexual! This
Now, it appears that since Bill thought frightens me very much.
Clinton has been in office, just NOT so much that this group of
about anything goes! .
people poses any harm at all to me
Mr. Clinton has a softer stance or my family, bui that this behavior
on abortion than did his predeces- is now so widely accepted as norsor and seems to have no stance at mal and heck, you can now read up
all on homosexuality. What was on it if you like!
once was deemed inappropriate
God has spoken to mankind
behavior by many people is now about this act, pick up a Bible and
being accepted as normal and is read the first chapter of Romans.
right out there in the public eye for How anyone can come away after
us all to see, including our chil- reading that passage that homodren.
sexuality is an okay act, is t~tally
Let me illustrate this point. Not beyond me. As usual, God has
only has there been a change in the spoken an issue that concerns us
no gays in the military wlicy by all, but man's opinions have won
Clinton, but the subtle changes go- out again.
ing on in everyday life concerning
Don't think we as a countr
the appropriateness of homosexu- will get away with this nor w
ality are changing as well.
those who practice homosexua.
Some folks now see it as an ity. Make no mistake, there IS a
"alternative" lifestyle that poses god in heaven, he hates this act and
no harm and is perfectly accept- he will punish all those who accept
able to engage in. Instead ofblast- it or practices it.
ing it for the disgraceful sinful act
May the Lord have mercy on us
that it is, being homosexual is now all.
By Roman DuVall

uc

~egistration Sc:hedule Changes

In an effort to offer an improved oourse sch~dule

for the Winter Quarter and to offer additional registration opportunities al Shawnee State university, the
registration dates have been modified.
The new dates for Winter Quarter follow:
November 15 Advanced Registration opens
November 1S~l9 Preferential Registration (Qr
currently ~ttending Sophomores in Associate
l)egr~ Prog~ms and ·st11JQn in Bachelor Degree
· . Programs.
Permission toRegisterCard mailed tc, ·eligible
students. Card mu.s t b~ pfe$entecj 21t .time·of
schedule submission~·
· ··
NoveDtl>er 22-Decembe.; ft Adyall¢e<l J(~g~. ,. Jr9d9n open for ·11ll .•sb1ti~t8' · · ·.. · <
.Januat.-y J: ~te Registrati~n (Activiti~ Cenl
t~r~ ~tiq~; lJhJDtqtiipm,.6.t7)~Spm,

.
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THe University Clirorticle

Shawnee State University: Where everything old is news again

Editor's Note: This article will University, the more that we forget everything was rectified when we
be rerun on a quarterly basis with all of this has already happened be- recently ran "SSU revises smoking
updates until the situation changes. fore. Just browsing through he top policy" (July 27,1993). The article
I became the News Editor of The stories of The Open Air and The told us that now there would be no
University Chronicle in the Summer University Chronicle, I got an in- smoking in any building or vehicle
owned by the University. I have
of 1993. I received the position as credible sense of deja vu.
somewhat of a fluke, considering / First, let's talk about how I got already begun to research an article
ourformerNewsEditor,BillHolmes my position again. Kevin Z.Ornes called, "SSU smoking policy changes
was forced to fill in for Kevin Z.Ornes resigned ("Second Chronicle Editor again" in which I explain that in the
after he resigned to become a minis- Resigns," May 25, 1993).
ter. Many ofyou may not remember This is not a terribly uncomKevin, he's kind of like that come- mon event at Shawnee State
dian that used to wear a bag on his University ("The University
head from "The Gong Show." Any- Chronicle's first editor re•way, TheUnknownEditor(akaLong signs,"MarchlS, 1993), But
Haired Guy, The Twilight Z.Ornes) thereisgoodnews, when one
had decided that the pressure was editor resigns (inevitably af.
too much for him and he turned to ter less than a year of serGod. I can hardly blame Kevin, with vice), a new editor comes
Brian
Overman
only one computer it must have been along who promises make the
hell. We now have three semi-func- truth as loud as possible (The
tional computers nlnning and 48- truth shall not live quietly, "
hour workdays are still the mode Donna Kerecz, Editor In
during deadline time (4id I mention Chief, Febru,ry I, 1993, "The truth future there will be no smoking in
I only get $300/quarter to do this? shouldnotlivequietly,"BillHolmes, any vehicle or building owned by
That's $25/week, or about 46 cents Editor in Chief, July 27, 1993). Try- the University. Three articles on the
per hour I spend working here.)
ing to keep with tradition, I have same policy can' compare to the inSo, anyway, Bill became the new informed Mr. Holmes that he has sanity of "Brainwashed Zombies
illustrious editor for the summer, about three more months before his· Examined"(May6, 1991). It'sareal
and I was promoted from Opinion resignation is in order. I have al- headline from The Open Air, I swear.
At least the articles on SSU's
Editor to News Editor. Some mem- ready written an article entitled "The
bers of Portsmouth's City eo..oil truda can not live quietly" about the smoking policy were timely. Let's
and a few professors at Ille. Uemr- politiw oft'ect my editorship will talk about a semester calendar at
0n 1'aly 23, 1990
Opell
sitydiugrec witbmy ability to act• bave Gil tho paper.
IIIWledi.tor,._il,.._a_.fl&'illg
Aaothel' aticle I 111M alreally NI bloke dae nows with "UFA ao
job as a writer, 10 took it
writlal eancems
uafair .._, iuestigatll aemester syllelD for
Almott tine ye. . later. Oil
A6 News F.ditor, )'OIi ._.ab JJQCticesatShaWBCOSlllertmbcabout the IIC'WS at Shawnee State asa,,lhcwudi~•..Cairl,y," May U, 1993, The UlliV4ftity

..

every year ('Tuition will increase
23.5% in Summer Quarter," April
24, 1989, "Fee increases probable
beginning Summer Quarter," May
21, 1990, "Falltuitionincreases proposedforSSU,"May20, 1991, "Proposedincrease maximum under law,",
May 4, 1992, "Open forum outlines
tuition increases," May 18, 1993).
Secondly, the Board ofTrustees will always approve any
increases (Fee increases
,,
unanimously approved by
trustees," May 29, 1992,
"Trustees approve increased
tuition," June 17, 1992,
"Board of Trustees approve
fee increases," May 2.5 ,
1993). Thirdly, these increases will always be more
than they are allowed to be
("Summer students to receive
tuitionrebate," July 17, 1989,
"Proposed increases maximum under law--and then some," May 4;
1992, ''New fee increase at SSU may
violate House Budget Bill," May 18,
1993). I'm making up some templates now, so I will just have to fdl
in the dollar amounts and date of the
increase each year.
SSU NEWS UPDATE: Ai,;.
odlcr'stcrylhaw . . . lD11flllel

Uberinensch
'J\

ssu.

t

ssu."

Uaivenily. finO'<>u le• thaa •
lNNl), wa11 co ,mse aboat dio--.

S.,..ber 19. 1911, "Two instruc- a.o.icle followed • wt.a

10l's . . .

ssu widll 1lll6ir labor

Ewryl,ocly__,.l>wtown1e._. 111•'9.-.• J-.- ta. 19'JO, •SEA
apinioB, bat ~CMll·iltolllllD cltallNIUIICairlab«~~
acws. F o r l W - . ~ -.,•.t.25, 1993): lhedetaiije&
tofad"-'--eiller.
the .... flC~ Schultz will . .
wri....'.llllf)' •
upcomiJc ar1icte to fuli1I
.Clliacte ,,_.,,, visitille-.c... tac pnlllhccy.
..
,-, bat
wlao cared m· die
1bae are sevcnl albeit iss-.
least about Chinetc professors was that are eternally recurrent at SSU.
there and Ibey wolllct read a story On October l, 1990
Open Air
afta- the fact only for punishmeat. . reported"Planncrsayspartina"pld,The SCCOll"1 thing I learned allout lems may be solved." Unfortunately
the news at Shawnee State Univer- the planner had been grossly misinsity is that the news is vory sparse. formed, as Joe Harris later wrote an
When the biggest news on campus is article titled, "Parking OR campus to
Clive Veri's maid or the' Student be a problem" (February 25, 1991).
Senate buying some new pamphlet And finally our Student Senate
holders, you have to wonder how President's prediction came true
much responsibility comes with the ("Parking on campus presents probNews Editor's position.
lems," January 21, 1992, "Lot next
The third and most interesting tolibrarytobeclosed, "June 8, 1992,
thing I learned about the news at "Library parking lot closed, "July
Shawnee State University didn't 27, 1993).
come to me until I started reading
Also a recurring theme for the
through the back issues of The newspaper is the smoking policy at
Chronicle and -The Open Air. I SSU. In an article titled "SSU's
thought that it would be good for a smoking policy" (March 6, 1989),
News Editor to know a little more we are told that smoking is not perabout the history of the University, mitted in buildings or vehicles owned
and reading yesterday's might help by the University. The smoking
me to more effectively report on policy made even less important
. today's events. Well, let me tell you, news a few years later when we
reading yesterday's news is about as printed the article, "Smoking policy
fun as reading yesterday's news, but for University Center stays the samewhat I found out is the lllOl'C things -no smoking" (June 17, ·1992f
seem to change at Shawnee State Thanlcs for the update. Of course,
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sues" (May 7, 1990).
And, of course, there is one final
ever important issue which always
rears its evil head at SSU around
contract time, "STRIKE!" (October
8, 1990). I don't need to,go into any
detail, so I'll just throw you a few
examples of what usually happens
around negotiation time:
"Faculty strike finally settled"-October 12, 1987
"Key issues remain in SEA contract" --August 13, 1990
"Faculty contract remains unsettled" --October 1, 1990
"Strike!"--October 8, 1990
"Negotiations stalled between
SSU and SEA, Faculty strike enters
second week"--October 15, 1990
"Facuity members glad to be off
picket line"--November 7, 1990
"SEA-University continue negotiations" --July 27, 1993
"Faculty union declares impasse"--August 2, 1993
"SEA and University resume
negotiations"--August 17, 1993
"SEA plans to initiate partial
strike" --September 28, 1993
"SEA accuses Chair of impediagacgotiations"--Octobcr 18, 1993
"SEA aad Administraaioa ec.dact idnaal
26, 1993
"SEA ad Univcnily ....,._
eacts .a tilbue meeliep ,-•1iWo"%, 1993
Al,yOlll6 who knows an,1hing

..,._.-Oaober

-No,..._

_,.lbellDc:kmllbtarn-'aaly-

••.lh•fiirpr*ti...,_..,,._,...,, ~r•1pu to

ril :itruudMtic"(Noqar • ~ _. tf t&. k ..._. r«1 11aa,.. CN ~· 11yi11g . . ll ilaly .• iii
.~
Hs'sbcendeadfor~,aa . . . .t - - - ~·26, 199:t) 77w rn-n;ty Cl,ro,,kl,-,...
en&itW. "AW11Uima
,.. . . thia Mticla, -ssu ...... ary 2',
.
thiaas daaasethc
'
mall, llClady _ . ,
lliortf.Uprojectc,cll,ww.• - - - more .... 911yt11e ...... "Itwasa
evatis•appealofthcS&\PMi- - ada tho ............. llwtdeDt to the Board ofTrustces-' the Calt wu this time? S7'l,.500, only reprint of an article that iaad appeaml in 77,e O,,.n Air on January
aro.blc $UITOUllding thole ~ - S&.292 less daaa almost exactly
"Colltrowny theme of SSU Trust- year befoce. I luwe: tllis slllpiciaa· 21, 1992 alaest exactly ene year
ees mectiaa" appeared on October that aomebody is ,ettiag a S760k befcn. The article was froet page
26, 1992. "SEA President Speaks at salary that we don't know about. news about a "financial crisis" at
Board Meeting" appeared on April Why worry about Weltan's $1851? SSU. Instead of writing a new story
12, 1993. "SEA president addresses Anyway, with this template I don't about the new financial crisis. they

board of trustees" appeared on August 17, 1993. All three of these
articles involved heated discussions
between the SEA and the Board of
Trustees.
·
'
SSU NEWS UPDATE: SEA
President Jeff Bauer announced that
he would address the Board ofTrustees during their October 1.5, 1993
meeting to discuss the contract which
the SEA has refused to accept. Unfortunately, Dr. Scott Oliver had to
take Bauer's place because he had to
teach a class. Our teachers picketed
after class. Isn't that like standing
outside and proclaiming that trees
are wood? Sorry Manson.
Of course, another major area
that remains forever unchanged in
its changing is the annual tuition
increase. Tuitioo will be increased

__......_'80R

even have to leave the numbers blank,
just the dates.
I have made some other small,
less meaningful predictions about
the University by reading the headlines of the past. There will be a
bomb threat sometime before 1998
("Bomb threat causes SSU to close
early," ,an 18, 1988, "SSU experi~nces bomb threat," June 8, 1993).
Also, the Student Senate will
never be elected by popular vote
again ("Student Senate elections cancelled--vote not needed as one drops
out," May l, 1989, "New members
for Student Senate selected--no student elections to be held," April 21,
1993). And Because there are no
elections, I'll wager that this headline is NEVER seen again: "Student
Senate candidates tab stud oa is-

just ran the old one.
.Even the article you're reading
right this second is virtually the same
as when it was originally printed in
the September 1, 1993 edition of
The University Chronicle as an
Obermensch column. No, really,
look it up. All items labeled SSU
NEWS UPDATE are updates since
the last time, but otherwise it's virtually the same.
In the last semiannual address to
the Board of Trustees by the SEA
President, Jeff Bauer, he, began by
saying, "Those who do not remember or learn from history are doomed
to repeat it." I would have to say, at
Shawnee State University, we haven't
leamecl a thing.
BrianJ. Oven,,an is the UC News
Editor
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Letter from To~o

been discussing how the Japanese
educational system is different
from the American one. But after
students enter the university, they
do have fun. My university has
over 200 various group activities
for students. Half of them have
characteristics like a kind of mixture of fraternity or sorority, having many parties, playing tennis
together, traveling together, doing
anythfog to have fun together except for living together. The rest
have more specific purposes, such
as aH kinds of sports, drama, music, arts, academic studies, and so
on. If you don't belong to one of
these groups, you will get lost
within the vast (43,000) number of
students.
When the students' groups (we
call them "circles") have the parties, especially at the beginning of
the academic year in April, you
can find at least 10 local cheap

pubs being kept fuU of students party Japanese students usually
I myself used to belong to an
fromouruniversity . Wedon'tusu- haveisquitedifferentfromtheone orchestra group, as a " circle",
ally have the parties ourselves; they typical American university stu- which has over 200 members and
are usually either at someone' s dents have. We go and take the 70 years of tradition. The rules of
apartment or in a dorm room. Since reserved seats in the local pub in our orchestra are very .strict, and
my university is famous for the the student town. Each one takes a every member is highly competistudents ' fondtive in their skill
ness of the parof instruments .
FROM
Afteralotofpracties in general,
tices, we have
even at the beginning of the
WORLD
normally 8 concertseveryyearin
year university
itsc,lf pays a
· •.·•·
the large public
small amount of
ti ;,
..
concert hall. BeY
lieve it or not, we
money for haying the parties of
sell our tickets for
Nami Kodaka
20$ to sometimes
the class members . I have~=~===============~~==~ .50$,topayforthe
never heard of another university seatandeveryonelooksreallycivi- · managel)lent fee, and most of the
lized for the first hour or so. For tickets are always sold out. When
doing the same thing as this.
In this kind of party, each par- the next hour everyone gets more we have a camp for practice for a
ticipant normally has to pay from drunk and people get to be more week in summer, far away from
2.5$ up to 40$; the cost includes frank to talk with each other, but school, we have parties every day
beer, liquors~pizza, fried riceballs we do not dance like at most of for a week, after having practice
or party food like that for each informal parties that American stu- from 9:00am to 9:00pm (of course
party at the {>ub. The form of the dents have.
this includes the time for meals

and rest), and from 10:00pm to
12:00pm we have meetings to talk
about management problems. We
party from 1:00am up to 4 :00am in
the morning. You might find no
time to sleep. Exactly! My circle
was exactly like a military! This
sleepless party and practice week
is ·also one of the crazy and continuous traditions of my orchestra.
After a week, we feel like we are
never going to be ·able to party
again.
.
Not all 200 circles have parties like this. But in Japan, students like to have parties as often
as American students. Though
Japanese people generally are not
accustomed to the casual, informal •
parties like most of American
people have, I guess the party-lov~
ingness of all college students is
the same.
Nomi Kodaka is a UC Staff
Writer.

To the Univenity Community;
In the past few months we have
heard and read that the university
must develop new baccalaureate
degree programs.
Letmeprovidc a briefHISTORY
of Shawnee State University. In 1970
the Portsmouth area had a regional
campus from Ohio University. in
that year, the enrollments in the university started to fall. The enrollmentdeclinedidnotstopuntil 197.5.
In 197.5 Scioto Technical College
and Ohio University merged as
Shawnee State College. In 1977 the
namewaschangedtoShawneeState
Community College. In 1986 the
-11
t·
Ohio Senate passed. a b•.
crea_ mg
Shawnee State _university. Smee
then, efforts to incorporate baccalaureate degree progran_is and the
already successful assoc1~te degree
~ve been ongoing. Durmg this tune there has been only
small growth in enrollments. Now
the trend is reversing; there has been
a decrease in student enrollments for
the last three quarters. Also, during
the last five quarters, the enrollments
have been lower than projected·.

Is it only a coincidence that enrollments started to decline when
the administration decided to increase the number of students in a
class and cancel all classes with less
than the required number? I don't
think so.
What is the real cause of the
decrease in enrollments?
I believe that we have the wrong
/ci~ of 4 year programs at Shawnee.
I believe that we should explore
new programs once the existing programs are fully developed. We also
need to expand existing two- year
programs into four-year programs.
T
thi
"de
o me, s means we must prov1
the necessary funding and support
for the various programs that we
now have. The mission of the university, among other things, is to
provide opportunities for continuing personal and professional dcvelopment for students. By expanding
the programs that we now have we
can get more graduates back into the
university to update and improve
their professional skills.
The University is being asked to

develop new programs that will help
get 7100 FTE students on campus.
Why haven't we been working on
developing new programs in the past
six years so that we could be implementing them at this period of time?
We have not developed any baccalaureate degrees since the first six
were started. Therehavebeenmodifications to existing BS programs,
but no new programs (which we
need).
Idon'tbelievethatthetwoBachelors Degrees in Engineering Technology are enough to bring in the
nwnberofstudentsnecessarytopay
the cost of Engineering Technology.
Co
f
The enrollments in the
liege o
Engineering Technologies have not
comebacktothelevelsofl987. The
enrollments in the two BS programs
are increasing but not 'at the same
rate enrollments are declining in the
associates degrees.
No one program can fit the needs
of all the people. WE NEED TO
DEVELOP PROGRAMS THAT
ARE NOT LIKE OTHER UNIVERSITIES IN THE TRI-STATE
AREA. We need to develop more

programs that will provide professional personnel for local and national businesses.
I do know of one program (Instrumentation and Control Engineering Technology) that local business
was interested in. A spokesman for
industry was even supposed to adaress the Board of Trustees about
the need of the program. A STUDEN! spo~e to the ~ard and was
questioned•~ an unfair way. That
student has smce transferred to an0ther college.
What happened to the person
~at ~as to support the student but
t show up at the Boar_d meetmg. Well, he was asked to dinner by
the President and the President of
the Board. Overdinner,hewasasked
not to appear before the Board because the presenters were not pre-senting the proposal in the correct
manner ~o procedures had been
presented at this time). The proposal
had been presented to the proper
people six months earlier. The proposal had been given administrative
approval, for further development.
Is this the correct way to build
programs? What has happened to

the program? Under what rock is the
program being pushed? What other
programs have been pushed aside in
favor of special interest groups?
If we are to become a true university, we must provide programs
that are being backed by business
and industry. We must market and
support the programs in a positive
way.
WhydidMeadPaperspendover
$1.50,000 to build an Instrumentation and Electrical Lab when the
students had been attending SSU?
· Why did Ashland Oil spend over
$1,000,000todevelopanOperator's
Program at Boyd County Vocational
School? These students did attend
SSU in the past.
•Why does Ashland Oil provide
the instructors for the program? Industry support is out there, but we
have yet to tap into it.
Where is theLEADERSIIlPnecessary to LEAD us into the future
and not into the history books of
Portsmouth?
Edmon N. Scott
Assistant Professor, Instrumentation Control Engineering
Technology

Ovu the last couple c:f years, I have
pcriodicallyrcviewedinmyweeklyreport
my efforts to get the "Fonda Rudd Law"
enacted, legislation I introduced to crackdown oo repeat drunk drivers. As you
mayra:all, Fonda is a constituent who was
inwlwd in a near.fatal car accident with
a 10-time oonvicted drunk driver. The
emliiasis of this bill was immobilizatioo
and coofiscation c:i
vehicles which
repeat om offenders were operating at
the time c:ft.heir arrests.
This bill was enacted as a part ci

Ohio's new "swift and sure law," comirohensive legislation which became eff'ective this summer to combat drunk driving.
Under it, first-time DUI offenders can
have their licaises suspended on the spot
by a police officer for up to 90 days.
Repeat drunk driving offenders can wind
up having their cars immobilized foc up to
180 days, or in sc:xne instances, oonfiscated by the state.
Now,anew law that became effective
oo Sept 30, allows for the drunk driving
drug related offenses which <lllOlms

commit in other states to result in lioe:ose
suspensions here in Ohio. Previously,
Ohioans
committed om aimes outc:l-state would be susceptible to fines or
jail sentences in that state, but not license
suspensions because each state has jurisdiction CM:!" its own driver's licenses. Under the new law though, Ohiams
plead guilty to or woo are convicted of
certain drug and DUI offenses out-of-state
willloset.heirlicensesfocuptosixmonths.
Ifotherstate'slawissimiliartoOhio's,and
the Ohio Registrar of Moor Vehicles is

rotified by a court, court clerk, oc other
official or federal authority in another
state, the offender will m:ieve notice from
the registtar that an Ohio license suspensioo oc denial will take effect in 21 days
fian the date c:f rotice.
If a person wishes to appeal a suspension oc license denial, a request must be
filed with the Ohio Bureau of MOO)I' Ve>
hicles and a hearing will be granted. The
scope c:f this hearing will be limited to
whether the person pleaded guilty to oc
was fotmd guilty c:f the offense.

In the previous stories, I have

J

THE END Of THE
TO THE END O f i
ASIA
.·

Instructor discusses reasons for lack of SSU's growth

~"!;

Ohio Senator Cooper Snyder: DUI convictions to follow you home~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
The new law is another important
lawenforcementtoolinthefightagainst
drunk driving. And, because this Iesislation was mandated by the federal govemment, other states must participate
as well, creating a comprehensive interconnecting network to help keep our
highways safe.
I am always interested in your views
and ideas. I can QC reached by writing:
SenatorCooperSnyder,FirstFloor, Senate Building, Columbus, Ohio 432660604.

.News
Due to the large amount of
growth and construction at Shawnee State University, The Ut,iversity Chronicle has begun to compile information on the many
projects underway here at SSU.
With the help of University
Planner David Gleason, we have
been.able to produce some approximate dates of completion for some
of the projects students will see
growing around them.
According to Gleason, many of

· •·T11~,:· lJniversity•,·'CDromcle

C On St ru Ction

, house the music, theater and arts
programs at SSU, as well as a
I,156seatauditoriumwithadual
capacity for speech or musical
performances.
The building, expected to
cost more than $16.5 million is
Story by Brian J. Overman
Photos by Martin Po.ton scheduledforcompletioninJuly
Uc
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_
News Edi.tor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _UC
__
__
_ _ _ _ _ _., of 1995.
Photo
Editor
Other Projects at SSU
Gleason also gave tentative
completionschcdulcsontheothcr
projects currently under way at
Shawnee State University.
According to Gleason, the
fencingwhichnowblockstheside
entrance ofMassie at Bond Street,
for safety reasons, will be removed only after the Massie Hall
renovationshavebeencompletcd.
These renovations are scheduled
to be complete in December.
The University Center Fire· place is verynearcompletion, and
after the redesign of the grate and
log display, the gas tubing and the
glass cover it will be fully functional. Gleason said, "The fireplaccshouldbercadytofirewithin
the next several weeks.

L."'-----------------------------~~~---"".""'"--

the projects on campus are due to
be completed as early as the end of
December.
Greenhouse
The greenhouse, pictured below, is scheduled for use as soon as
the construction has finished. The
scheduled completion for this
project is sometime in November.
Gleason said, "The greenhouse
project is greatly behind schedule
due to the delays associated with
construction." The project, which
was funded by a grant and gifts
from private individuals was also
supplemented by basic renovation
funds allocated from the 1992 capiMassie Hall Renovations
tal bill. Though it will be in use at
The Massie Hall renovations
the end of construction, the green- currently being completed in the
house will not hold it's dedication former library are being renovated
and opening ceremonies until De- in order to house the new Leaming
cember 5, 1993 ..
Center. In addition to the Leaming
Natatoraum/1'1!: Connecter
Center, said Gleason, the renovated
Work continues on the connect- library will house the offices of the
ing structure between the current arts and sciences dean, several comNatatorium and the Activities Cen- puter and composition labs for writter. If completed according to ing, some faculty offices, the BAschedule, will be entirely complete SICS program, a large seminar room,
by the end of December, said and administrative offices.
Gleason. Describing the new faSecond Street Closing
cilities, Gleason said, "It has four
According to Gleason, the connew classrooms, a dance studio, an struction of the Second Street byexercise room (aerobic, free pass, pictured at right, is continuing
weights, cardiovascular area), new as planned. After a scheduled meetlocker rooms, faculty offices, ad- ing with Portsmouth Mayor Franklin
ministrative offices, and is con- T. Gerlach on Monday November 8,
nected to both ,he activity center 1993 to discuss the finalization of
and the natatorium."
the Second Street closing, Second

Street has been cl~ from
Chillicothe to Waller Streets.
According to a memo to
the members of the University Community issued last
week, the reworking of the
intersection of Second and
Chillicothe Streets and the
connection of the OS Grant
Bridge to Third Street should
be complete by the end of
December.
Fine Arts Building
The new Fine Arts building at SSU, location pictured
above, has been making significant progress since the
Groundbreaking
cereanony in July.
This 102,000 sq.
ft. structure is being created to
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Second Fire on Secol'.ld Street causes Seco.n d thoughts

By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Production MapBIJC[
Firemen from Portsmouth and
New Boston rushed tb the western
part of Second Street as fire struck
the downtown Portsmouth area on
the morning of Tuesday, November
9. The fire is believed to have started
on the third floor of the rear of the
building which houses two groundfloor shops, Pauline' s and Classic
Designs.
-T he building which burned on
Tuesday is directly across the street
from another building which burned
close to Halloween.
James Williams, who was in the
crowd, stated that his brother, Paul,
had once operated West End Outlet
in the building which burned only a
few days ago. At the time the building burned, he told The Chronicle, it
was used only for storage.
Both buildings are believed to
have been owned by Herman Morgan. The adjacency of th~ two buildings and the fact that they were owned
by the same man has caused some
speculation that the fires were set
deliberately.
The top two floors of the building were divided into seven apart-

ments, five of which were occupit d.
Two of the occupied apartments were
on the third floor and these were
rented by John Milstead and his girlfriend, and James Burton.
Said Burton, "We have no idea
at all how it started. I thought I heard
a Jc.ind of popping sound just before
the fire was discovered. But there's
no water, gas or electricity going
~nto that apartment where it seems to
have started."
John Milstead said, "I've lost
everything. We had just put a bunch
of new stuff into that apartment. New
stove,
new
refrigerator,
television ... abouteight thousand dollars worth of stuff went up in flames.
But I don't really care about that so
much. We can replace all that stuff.
My cat was in the apartment. That's
what really hurts."
Another resident of the building,
Danny Keaton, was unable to locate
his yellow tomcat, Ginger.
A large crowd watched as fire
hoses arced thick columns of water
into the noon sky. The water glittered in the sun, creating small rainbows at times above the smoking
building.

A fireman emerged from the
building, carrying a huge stack of
framed large photographs and presented them to Earl Purcell, who had
Ii ved in Apartment #4 on the second
floor. Purcell told The Chronicle
that some of the pictures were of his
grandchildren.
The vast majority of smoke and
fire damage was confined to the top
two floors.
Harry Luther, owner of Classic
Designs, was able to get inside his
shop. There was four inches of standing water in there," he said.
Sue Stevenson, who operates
Pauline's with her sister, Carolyn
Bowen, stated that Pauline's,
named after the girl's grandmother,
was not insured. "I haven't been
inside," said Stevenson, "But from
here, it looks as if the inside of the

2922 Scioto Tra l
Port mouth

354-2212

Applications Available

"iReal power begins
witere se.cre.cu
begins."

All WIil All

friends or families, trying to take in
what's happened. But, within the
next couple of hours, I' II be getting
together with these people and determining how we can best help."
Reflected Plemmons, ''We've
seen many tragedies a,cross the nation lately-the fires in California,
floods in the Midwest, so many terrible things-but people stili think it
can't happen .othem. The Red Cross
is there when it does."
The fire trucks were rolling up
fire hoses and gathering
equipment when this reporter left
the scene.
As this reporter turned to take
one final look at the scene of devastation, he saw John Milstead standing in the middle of Second Street,
still waiting for his cat to show up.

Hap11,Days

Truman Scholarship Announced
The Harry S Truman Scholar- ested should contact Associate Proship Foundation is inviting students fessor of Government Stylianos
to apply soon for its I 993-1994 Hadjiyannis (Business Annex 138
awards . Each award is worth -- tel. 355-2445) for application
$3,000 and up to 4 students from packages and further information.
Shawnee State University can apply for the 7- awards offered by the
THINKING ABOUT
Foundation each year. The FounSTARTING YOUR OWN
dation encourages students from
BUSINESS?
all academic disciplines who asOU a<D. IYl!aQ 0 ~ OlilllGmil<IQllcillil..:I <l<llil
pire to positions in federal , state,
lll<illl' Tl@l!J 11'1>1
or local government or in the not• ~ Dmlili!Dlil@ 1119<Ql!l~lii}'::llil1lil
for-profit sector where they can
•<N>lil<lll!lllll ~@ll©ij)lil~ il!llro\9'Uil
•IW~<9 © ilil!li!Dlil<9H li)ll<illil
influence public policies to apply
•Ufllil<illil(C(9 'U@(!lll lli1!111Dlil<9ilil
for the awards. Faculty can also
• ~ ©Iii ©i!I (l(i)liilii>©D(llil
nominate students, especial) y those
•0@<C(ll(lf9 lll~'ilili0<9 ( i ) ~ il{j)©(l(9
•ii>11<1)11l<911{Jl7 Dlilil1!111<9 \7@(!111 ll,(!Ji!Dlilitilil
students faculty think can meet the·
©lil<ll lii)<i)f1(9~~~
following Foundation criteria:
For more lnformadon contact:
"Leadership potential, sensitivity,
Best Image International
communications skills, intellectual
BrtuJ.
...,_SenltesComallant
905Jolul5tnet,..,._111,a.lo 45663
strength, and a commitment to pub(614) 858-4437
lic service." Those who are inter-

shop is okay. But there's probably a
lot of water damage. ·
A fireman came c-ui of the building carrying a cat and Danny Keaton
identified it as Ginger. Ginger was
thoroughly soaked and his eyes held
a wild look. Keaton explained to
The Chronicle that the firemen had
found her, under what was left of a
bed. ''That's one tough cat," marveled one fireman.
John Milstead entered the building with two firemen to search for
his own missing cat.
Pat Plemmons, Chief Operating
Officer for the Red Cross, told The
Chronicle that she had managed to
contact all the residents of the building and the Red Cross stood ready to
help with food, clothing, shelter, etc.
"At this point, people are still in a
state of shock. They're with their
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Free Tree Program 1994 solicits donations

SSU Professor wants to give away 50,000 seedlin1s

By ;Jay Arr Henderson

uc Production Manager

Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis, an
Associate Professor ofPolitical Sci- .
cncc as Shawnee State University,
and Orin Campbell, Director of
Youth Services of Scioto County
Community Action, announced on
Monday, November 3, that they
have begun soliciting donations and
volunteers for the Scioto Free Tree
Program.
Those wishing to donate money
should send checks to Stylianos
Hadjiyannis or Sharon GaMon;
contact them also to see what you
can do as a volunteer.
It is important that donations of
money reach the Project before December 31, as this will allow the
group to take advantage of lower
prices, said Hadjiyannis.
By buying from State nurseries,
the group has been able to buy White
Pine seedlings for as little as nine or
ten cents apiece. A donation of one
dollar provides ten or eleven trees
which might continue to grow for
decades. This is undoubtedly the
most inexpensive way ever found to
make a lasting contribution to-the
welfare of the community.
Various ecologist have suggested for years, and there is now a
mounting body of scientific evidence to back them up on this, that

the level of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere is grow~ rapidly. Carbon Dioxide (CO2) acts to trap heat
that would ordinarily be radiated
into space. This is causing the average temperature of the
earth to slowly rise.
This is the "greenhouse
effect."
It has been estimated that a rise ofonly
few more degrees in
the earth's yearly average temperature might
make
some
of
America's most productive farmland, especially in the Midwest,
into a "dust bowl."
There arc a number
of sources of atmospheric CO2: volcanic
explosions are a major
natural cause. More important, however, arc
the man-made causes
of CO2 and other
"greenhouse gases:" many manufacturing operations are known to put
large amounts of CO2 into the air.
Automobile exhausts produce only
a small amount of CO2, but they
produce large amounts of carbon
monoxide (CO) which, under certain conditions, quickly converts

Most green plants, especially
trees,' take carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere, break down the CO2
molecule into carbon and oxygen
and store most of the carbon, releasing oxygen in the process.
It is easy to sec that trees are an
important element in the attempt to

keep CO2 at lower levels. They
work in two ways: by absorbing
CO2 from the atmosphere and by
releasing oxygen which lowers the
percentage of CO2 in the atmosphere.
At the present
time, many thirdworld nations are
moving to largescale mono-croppi ng practices .
This requires huge
amounts ofland to
be cleared of trees.
In addition, the
wholesale clearing
of the Amazon rain
forest has caused
the percentage of
forested land in the
world to drop , to
its lowest levels in
recorded history.
It has been believed for some
time that the def orestalion of the world
could very well lead to ecological
difficulties on a global scale.
Many people here in Ohio were
concerned about this problem and
resolved to do what they could to
reforest at least this area. One of
these concerned citizens was Styl-

fied in the Bible, Koran or any of a
dozen other religious texts. Kant, a
German philosopher, created the
idea of the Ca(egorical Imperative, which tells us to perform no
action unless we would be able to
see the reasonableness and rightness of such an· action if we the
object of the action, not its initiator. Kant considered himself a
Christian but believed that mankind needed more precise formulation of right conduct than was
offered by the Ten Commandments. He also felt that mankind
needed a system of ethical thought
which would be acceptable to nonbelievers and believers alike.
Utilitarianism was created by
Mill and promotes any act which
would increase human happiness
or decrease human suffering.
Audi feels that any theory of
ethics will -have to deal with three
basic factors: happiness, justice
and freedom. Fortunately, he says,
it is exactly this sort of thought
which is reflected in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Audi then stated that his own
approachtotheproblemwasacombination of the three types of ctbical theory, which he calls Pluralist
Universalism.

He then considered the two different kinds of relativism.
One form he calls circumstantial relativism. This form states
that under certain circumstances
certain acts are allowed which
would not be permitted under normal circumstances.
The other form, status relativism,states that these circumstances
and the acts that will or will not be
permitted under any set of conditions are basically determined by
the culture in which the indi~dual
lives.
Audi believes the tenets of circumstantial relativism are correct
but finds status relativism unsound.
He stated that there is a universally valid principle of tolerance.
People should be allowed as much
freedom as possible without harming others.
Audi docs not feel that objectivity in ethics causes absolutism.
He points to the example of the
sciences where objectivity is paramount, yet there is no claim to final
truth.
Also, in our pursuit of happiness, we should realize that there
are many kinds of happiness. He
points out that Aristotle and Mill
recognized this simple fact. He

states, "Happiness is an objective gious principles.
2. Pluralistic Universalism is
good that is subjectively realized...
Does chaos result when many consistent with most branches of
people each seek after their own the Judeo-Christian theology.
3. Religion requires more comparticular brand of happiness? No,
says Audi, for humans tend to en- mitment than a set of moral prinjoy the same things by and large. ciples, but the two arc usually conPleasures overlap. It appears that sistent,
Audi then proceeded with the
the greatest pleasures are the most
complex." He compared playing third part of his talk in which he
Mozart to playing Chopsticks. discussed six of the major probObviously, the latter is far more lems he secs facing America topleasurable, he feels. I suspect a day: the Church-State dichotomy;
lot of piano students would dis- ethics versus technology; the fact
that the body often outlives the
agree with him on that one.
Audi believes ethics supports mind; egocentrism; insularity; and
pluralism in human values and pur- the decline of American thought.
With regard to the first probsuits.
"This marriage of pluralism and lem, he feels there should be a
excellence is part of what a good "significant measure" of separaeducation is. We learn to appreci- tion between Church and State. He
ate and enjoy new things largely to invokes the "principle of secular
widen and raise the level of our ratiClll8le" which states that we each
have
obligation not to support
pleasures.".
Audi then began the second part policies which restrict human acofhis talk by considering the ques- tion without being willing and able
tion of ethics versus religion. He to provide reasons that· do not defelt there were three main points pend on our religion. He feels this
is just another way of stating the
that needed to be made.
1. Some moral principles need old adage of "Do unto. others u
nosupportfromreligion. Theirrea- you would have them do unto you..,
In the race between ethics and
sonableness is evident. However,
secular moral argument can en- technology, he feels that ethics
20
force our understanding of reli- Continued oa

to CO2.
Weather historians believe the
temperature of the earth began to
rise at an infinitesimal rate at the
time of the Industrial Revolution.

a

ianos Hadjiyannis, who had already
been involved in tree-planting in
his native Greece.
He, Orin Campbell and others
formed a group to begin a new treeplanting project here in Ohio.
The Free Tree Program got its
initial impetus in 1990 when GeorJe
Bush announced a scheme to help
Americans plant one billion trees
each year. While there had been various tree-planting operations in existence before this, Bush's espousal of
the idea carried with it CaogJeuional
funding that made tree-planting possible on a wider scale than ever before.
In Ohio, the Ohio Department of
Natural Rcsourccs, Division of Forestry has created a plancallcd Ohio's
Treesouroe, through which the Division of forestry provides matching
funds to participating organizations
who order large numbers of trees.
It is hoped that involving CCllll·
munity members in the Free Tree
Program will help the community to
become more environmentally

aware.

In .April m1993, the Scioto Free
TreeProjectclilCribaled101De26,000
trees. The goal for this year ii to give
away 50,000 seedlings to be planted
in the community, They hope to hPC
planted 500,000 by April of 2001.

Visiting philosophe·r discusses ethics and morality=======;;;;;;;;;
By ;Jay Arr Henderson

uc

Production Manager
On Wednesday, November 1O,
· Dr. Robert Audi of the University
of Nebraska was the speaker for
the ninth and last Pixley Lecture,
which was given in the Flohr ~ture Hall.
Professor Kendall D'Andrade,
who has been the prime mover behind the high:y successful event
since its inception, introduced Dr.
Audi. The speaker began by defining ethics as that branch of inquiry
concerned with right and wrong.
He stated that since antiquity
there have been a variety of major
ethical positions. He illustrated
with three examples.
The Virtue theories arc among
the oldest philosophical propositions on the nature of right and
wrong and arc exemplified by Plato
and Aristotle. These theories tell
us that just acts arc those a just
person would perform.
Rules theories say that only if
we know the rules of honesty can
we be honest. The primary test of
ethics is to give us those rules.
There are several types of rule
theories. The Divine Command
theories tell us to do what God
commands us to do, as exempli-

a
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Strickl~nd discusses campaign reform at SSU
By Brian J. Overman

.

Strickland's congressi0nal expeUC News E?itor
District Congressman Ted rience is public dissatisfaction.
Strickland, Democrat-Ohio, was Strickland said, "The American
introduced as a visiting professor people, I think, really dislike us."
in a speech .given in the Flohr Strickland conceded, "We bring
Lecture Hall at Shawnee State this upon.ourselves because there
University on November l, 1993 .. are some incidents of unethical
Strickland, a former adjunct fac- behavior."
ulty member at Shawnee state,
Strickland said that beyond Poholds a Ph.D. in Applied Psychology
from the University
of Kentucky.
Before beginning
his lecture on campaign reform, entitled "The Politics of
Congress",
Strickland recalled
teaching a class on
human sexuality in
Flohr Lecture Hall
before defeating Bob
McEwen, Republican-Ohio, in the
1992 District Congressional election.
Strickland recalled
telling students that
he was glad that he
wouldn't be running
for a political office
because of all that he
was revealing to his
students in the sexuality class.
Strickland said,
"My experience here
at Shawnee State
University has been
(D-Ohloj,· .· .•
a positive one."
Strickland went on to
say, though, that he
has had a mix of reactions while litical Action Committee (PAC)
serving as a freshman congress- money contributions disrupting
man serving on the Education and congressmen from voting for what
Labor Committee. Strickland said is in the best interests of their
that the reason for his mixed reac- constituents, there is "a second
tion is the abundance of "mean corrupting influence, the influence of threat."
spirited debate."
Strickland said in his speech,
Strickland said, "I walked into
"There is an intolerance and hate- my office on the morning of the
fulness that I find very disturb- Budget Bill vote and there was a
ing." Strickland gave a recent' fax message in the fax machine.
example in which a homosexual This fax, from an organization
had written a letter proposing that callod Citizens for a Sound
there was inadequate AIDS re- Economy (CSE), said that if I
search and education funded by voted for the budget there would
the government. In the letter the be thousands of jobs lost in the
gay male urged congress to "put district." The CSE fax went on to
say that if Strickland voted for the
its money where its mouth is."
proposed
bill, they would run a
According to Strickland, a felhis district condemnradio
spot
in
low congressman responded in an
address to congress by saying that ing him for his vote.
Strickland, who independently
ifhe had put his mouth where this
homosexual had, he would be dy- researched the organization, found
ing ofAIDS too. Strickland stated that it was financed through oil
his firm belief that this type of interests. On the day of the vote,
prejudice had no place in the Strickland urged Congress to "tell
big oil to go straight to hell."
United States government.
Another negative aspect of Strickland told Congress how CSE

(Jotig-2~;$\il;.,~

.

had made no attempjs to contact represent . " According to cumbent is allowed to mail mahim to express their view or dis- Strickland, "The primary fear is terials free of charge three times
cusstheissue,buthadonlythreat- that if .you don't respond to a per year, six times per term to
well financed organization, you every household in·his district.
ened to do damage.
Millions of dollars are used in
Strickland said that another would be defeated."
organization, the Christian CoaliStrickland, who is now work- frank expenditures every year.
tion, criticized his for voting for ing on the reform of campaign Strickland said, "We will never
the Budget Bill. Strickland said, expenditures, mental health care ha,ve fairness as long as the frank
"I feel that this group is repre- and a bill which would extend is available to the incumbent and
sented by money insurance benefits to include not the challenger."
Citing his own example,
changers. It is nonuniform personnel in prisblasphemous to ons, said, "I think I'm a person Strickland pointed out that his
equate money is-· that favors it (campaign re- opponent in the last election,
sues with Chris- form)."
·
Bob McEwen, spent an estitianity." AccordThe Democrat plan of earn- mated $240,000 in frank mail,
ing to Strickland, paign reform, as outlined by while Strickland's entire camthe · Christian Strickland, wouldputa$600,000 paign expenditures were around
C o a l i t i o n total limitation on campaign ex- $250,000.
Strickland also discouraged
In response,
doubled their ra- penditure.
dio buy in re- Strickland queried, "That's a the use of government funds to
sponse to his re- limit?" According to Strickland, produce programming and litaction to their onethirdofthat$600,000would erature which attempted to perthreat.
come from PAC contributions · suade the American people to
The National of up to $5,000 per PAC. An support a particular issue, withRifleAssociation additional one third of the out showing the other side of
(NRA) has also $600,000 limit would come from that issue. Strickland cited Bill .
held major cam- large individual gifts of up to Clinton's North American Free
paignsinopposi- $1,000. The final one third Trade Agreement (NAFTA) pretion
of would come from small indi- sentation which was recently
Strickland. The . vidual gifts of $250.00 or less beamed by satellite to over 200
NRA sponsored and matching funds from tax locations throughout the United
bumper stickers revenue. Strickland also stated States. Strickland, who viewed
that said, "Sports- his opposition to the use of tax the program in Ironton, Ohio,
men
for dollars to fund political cam- said the program showed farmMcEwen." Ac- paigns.
ers, workers and even the Presicording
to
Strickland said that the dent discussing free trade.
Strickland these Democrats suggested a volun- Strickland said, "There was not
stickers were tary $5 tax contribution, not un- a single negative statement about
sponsorednot be- like the $1 presidential election N AFT A. It was all discussion of
cause he was contribution currently in use on the benefits. I don't think
against guns, but personal federal income tax NAFTA; or any other issue, is
because the NRA forms. Strickland said thatthese all positive."
Although Strickland deneeded a friend contributions would more than
on the Rules Committee. likely be inadequate to provide scribes himself as "Pro-Bill
Strickland said that when he con- matching funds to election cam- Clinton," he also criticized the
fronted the NRA at their offices, paigns. Another Democrat pro- president for stating that if a
they said that they knew he was posal to provide matching funds N AFTA vote were held in senot anti-gun, but that they needed would be a PAC registration fee cret, it would pass. Strickland
McEwen's support. They then of $10,000 for large organiza- felt this meant that Congress was
offered Strickland a campaign tions and $5,000 for small spe- too cowardly to take a stand and
donation.
cial interest groups. According Clinton was saying, "If you're
Even organizations which to Strickland, there are so many not with me on this, it's because
Strickland used to be associated PACs in existence that this pro- you're afraid to be."
Strickland said that pressures
with, such as Common Cause, posal is projected to produce
have attempted to force the fresh- between $40 and $50 million. from the media and lobbyists
man congressman to vote for the Another alternative would be a were corrupting the decision
special interest by threats to harm tax on PAC contributions of2 to making process among legislahis re-election campaign.
5 percent.
tors, and he feels that campaign
Strickland said, "Politi9ians
Strickland was able to sum reform is the first step in changcan be corrupted and influenced up the Republican plan of cam- ing what he calls "a major corby gifts AND threats. There is a paign reform by saying that the rupting influence" in Congress.
A bill could be p~sed on
great deal of fear in Congress proposal is a complete eliminabecause of vulnerability to these tion of PACs with no limitation campaign reform as early as the
end of this congressional sesgroups." Hecontinued, ''Pressure on campaign expenditures.
from media and lobbyists, knowStrickland feels that neither sion in November. Responding
ing it's going to cost you votes, party is serious about campaign to ·whether or not. a bill would
cheapens what you do. If choices reform. He feels that one of the have any effect on the corrupare made on these political terms, largest probltms in campaign- tion involved in campaign exyou are less likely to do what is in ing is the availability of the frank. penditures, Strickland replied,
the best interest of the people you Under tlie frank system, the in- "I'm not sure."
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SSU St_u dent urges fire safety=====================~=========================
other people to take credit for some- stops to read a sign?
Says official reports of Gallia Street fire incorrect

By Jay Arr Henderson

point, no police and no firemen
UC Production Manager
. Keith Keys, a CADD student at
.
had shown up.
"Howard Cook, who was the
Shawnee State University, stopped
father, got burned and his knuckles
by our offices recently to "set the
were busted in from where he tried
record straight" about the fire on
to open the door. I don't know if
Gallia Street that claimed the life of
his hand was broken or not."
seventeen-year old Lisa-Marie Cook.
Keith returned to where his
The story, according to Keith:
brother, George, was still trying kt
Keitl. was returning from a bachopen a second-floor door. Though
elor party with his brother, George,
they could not know this at the
a Shawnee State graduate, and futime, Lisa-Marie had fallen against
ture best man, Mark King, also a
the door and her body was holding
student at Shawnee, when the three
it shut. By this time, Keith's brother
of them decided to stop for soda pop
had
sustained second-degree burns
and cigarette~.
and had lost some facial hair to the
They were just stopping to pull
flames. It was at this point that the
in to a parking space when one of the
Fire Department showed up. "It
trio noticed a bright, irregular glow
seemed like it took them forever."
coming from a nearby house. They
The Fire Department went in
brought the car to a complete stop
through the back window. At this
and saw that the front door of the
point they brought out a boy of
house was standing wide open.
about thirteen. They had him lying
They pulled to the side and got
down on the concrete. He wasn't
out of the car. Someone ran from the
breathing all that great, but he was
house and screamed, "Save my Babreathing. I told them to put somebies!" Keith, George and Mark ran
thing under his head to keep his
to the house but couldn't get upstairs
head tilted back so he could breathe
forthefireandsmoke. Keithgrabbed
and to keep watching him.
a tablecloth and some doilies and
( The Chronicle interrupted at
soaked them down. They put the
this point to ask, "Did you have
doilies over their faces to allow them
first-aid training?'')
to breathe and made their way up"Yeah, here at Shawnee State.
stairs. They threw the soaking wet
Miss Syroney was my instructor."
tablecloth over George so he could
At this point George, Mike
try to open a door. They pushed and
King, and one or two others came
pushed but the door would not open.
carrying out the child who had
While George continued to try
identified herself to Keith as Charthe door, Keith ran out and to the
back of the house. Keith yelled at the . ity. "I helped carry her ouf and we
laid her on the ground. She wasn't
girls to come to the second-story
hardly breathing at all, so we tilted
window. One girl came to the winher airway back and did some resdow; her name was Charity.
cue breathing on her. She came
"I talked to her and tried to keep
around." Charity was cold so Keith
her calm and all she kept saying was,
covered her with his leather jacket.
'Save my sister.' We didn't know
He and his two companions reenwherehersisterwasandshecouldn't
tered the house to see if there was
tell us. l told her to stay by the
anything more they could do. The
wmdow. Smoke started coming out
firemen were putting the fire out
of the window. I told her to get to the
by that time. Lisa-Marie was
floor but leave her hand in the winbrought onto the porch, I ran to the
dow so I could tell she was okay. In
porch to see if there was anything
a moment her hand and ant' started
Icoulddo. Lisa-Mariehadnopulse.
sliding-down from the window. So I
Keith tilted her head back, while
started climbing up the back porch
the police performed rescue breathto get to her. I couldn't make it
ing. When the para-medics arrived
without a ladder. There _were a lot of
they were able to detect vital signs,
people standing around, and I yelled
" ... which made me really relieved."
for someone to get a ladder. Nobody
had one. I tried climbing up on top of After everybody had been gotten
to the hospital and treated, Keith
the back porch."
received word that Lisa-Marie was
The back porch was on fire at
breathing on her own and it looked
that time, though Keith couldn't tell
as ifshe would be okay. Two hours
that. The fire had melted the tar
later, Keith was informed that Lisaholding the roofing material on and
Marie had died.
Keith's grasping fingers tore loose
"Her family has called us just
some of the roofing and sunk into the
about every day. I'll never forget
melted tar-. He received first-degree
the experience of seeing everyburns on his hands and fell off the
thing going on.
roof. He ran to the front. At this

thingthattheydidn'tdo,thatpisses
"Ifyou'reinatwo-storyroom,
me off. I'm told that one police of- you need a rope or a ladder or some"A lot of people have told us ficer got all the credit for the rescues thing to help you reach the ground.
thattheyheardonthescanner...well, and if anybody deserves credit it's A length of three-quarter inch rope
it seemed like the police was pan- the two female officers who was only costs a few dollars.
icking. They called the ambulances there. They were vecy brave. And
"A fire-detector probably
two or three times and that was like, deeply concerned.
wouldn't have done any good in this
ten minutes after everybody was out
"The police took our names and case. The people were awake and
of the house. And the Fire Depart- addressesandphonenumberssothey knew there was a fire. But smoke
ment, from what I was told, never could put it down that we helped out. detectors, especially if the fire hapeven was told that there was people Really, it should have oeen the other pens when the family is asleep, can
trapped in the house. r don't think way around. We should have taken save lives. And you can buy a pretty
thefiremenevenhadflashlights with their names and addresses so we good smoke-detector for less than
!hem. I guess they never expected to could thank them for helping us.
ten dollars.
be searching througli the dark inteSays Keith, "I didn't know the
"A simple fire-extinguisher in
rior for people."
Cook family before the night of the the girl's room--and they're not difKeith reflects, "At least my fire. Since then, I've come to know ficulttouse--mighthavesavedLisabrother and Mark and myself... we them. They've said they want me to Marie's life. A small fire-extindid some good."
be at the funeral.
guisher costs only about thirteen
Keith resents the way the story .
''This fire did a lot to make me dollars.
was reported. "l'mnottryingtotake realize how little people think about
"All these things are relatively
away from the police or anything fire safety. Most homes don't have inexpensive and they might save a
but they were building it up like this fire-extinguishers or smoke-detec- life someday. Butpeople always feel
police officer,did evecything on his tors, and they hardly ever have a like it can't happen to them, "only to
own. One of the neighbors showed fire-safety plan.
the other guy.
up on Channel Three news claiming
"Even here at Shawnee we're
"That's why I really wanted to
he was there before anyone else and not really serious about fire safety. talk to The Chronicle. To explain to
there was nothing he could do. But I've been attending Shawnee since people how important these things
he told us later that he didn't even last fall and we've never had a fire are and that for a few dollars you
know there was a fire until he heard drill. I don't want to sound like I mightsavesomebody'slife.Because
the fire trucks. This guy wasn't even think I'm back in high school, but all someday it might happen to you.
dirty! My hands were burned and it takes is some idiot setting some- You can never predict the future.
covered with pitch and soot and I thingonfiretokillabunchofpeople.
"It's like when I learned CPR
had soot all over my clothes and my Andinalotoftherooms,it'simpos- and first-aid, I never thought I'd
hair was partly burned, I still have sibletogetthewindowsopen! There have any opportunity to use it. But,
burns on my scalp. One police of- are signs to show you where the exits the night of the fire, it helped save
ficer was overcome by the smoke are in case of a fire, but in a fire who lives."
and my brother had to help him."
Keith then revealed his reason
for coming forward with his story.
0
"It was a senseless fire. I'm going to
· Hair Styling
Ufflahhr
try to put some kind of program
50IJ Offnere Street -IID,I IA
together...l' ve _already talked to
Portsmouth, OH 45662
somepeopleaboutthis ...thatissome
kind offire safety. Not just the usual
stuff about exits. If these girls had
had like a ladder or even a rope, they
could have been saved, because they
knew the house was on fire. They
just couldn't get out. The fire was
right in front of their door. The
investigator said it was an electrical
short that started the fire. All the
time the firerr~ were there, the
electricity was still on in that building. The electric never went out.
Howard Cook told me that he heard
a loud pop and Charity, who was
released from the hospital on ThursHours Tuesday;. Saturday
day morning heard the pop and
.. ·9am-Spm .
smelled smoke. She thought it was
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • Ii • • • •.••, • • • • • • · •·· ••, • • • • •
the furnace kicking in and never
Fresent this Coupon for
••
•
thought about it again. It's still un•
der investigation. But the house has
been reported as having electrical
problems several times. If those re• 10% discount to all Shawnee State Students 111
ports had been taken care of, Lisa:
Walk- ins
with a valid ID.
Call For An
:
Marie's life could have been saved.
:
Welcome
Appointment
:
"I'm not looking to be a hero or
Makill' Wav~s
353-4581 u: •,
glorified citizen or wha'tever--my .
· ·····JIii •.•,. •.• •.• •
• .• ,..,.. "'"...,,., .•
brother did more than I did--but for
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CAP holds meetings for trainee~

By Jay Arr Hendenon

uc Production Meant

aboutthings,butdlisiueallyascrious
business."
Otild Asuuh
(CAP)
Denise then )X'O\'idcd SOOIC statisheld a meeting for its trainees in one of tics to help us understand the siz.e of
the small Kettec Confercoce Rooms the problem. In 19'JO, 500,000 chilon Tuesday, November 9. Belinda dren suffered from malnutrition and
Barrington, Coordinator, opened the 100,000 were homeless. In a story on
meeting by apologizing for the the Candlelight vigil held at the courta-amped quartm and explained that house on October 7 (Domestic viothe larger rooms had already been lence candlelight vigil held, October
booked. Fourteen female vohmtcers 18, '93 issue) David Migliore, Direcand one malerepmcr for The Univer- tor ofthe Victims Crime Act Program,
.rity Chronicle squeezed into the small from
Ohio Attorney General's
room. Joked Ms. Barrington, "We'll Office, stated that fifty percent of all
really get to know each other now." homelesswomenandchildrenareflee..
The meeting was late in starting be- - ing domestic violence.
cause of the need to fmd extra chairs .
Denise also told us that poverty
and squeeze them into the tiny room. and neglect can lead to children beThe attendees were in training to coming victims. "We [CAPmembc:rs]
do presentaci<m, in schools and other consider ourselves part of the
places, that help childrat who are in Otildren 's Rights Movement It's our
danger from assault by a4ults or other jobtohelpchildrenbecxmesafe,strong
children. This meeting would serve and free."
the purpose of answering trainees'
The group then went oo to discuss
questioos and discussing various as- the various types of child abuse. The
pectsoftheworkthevolunt.cerswould most familiar form, and the one most
be doing.
people mean when they talk about
It was a highly varied group of child abuse, is physical. Physical child
women that aowded into the small abuse is defined as that which results
nxm Volunteers were of all ages, in non-accidental injwy to the child.
oca.,.aicm and types. Some gaw up Said one CAP trainee, "People think
work time to attend, odas me unem- of this as child abuse and feel it should
p&o,,ed; 10111C have chilchn of their beeasytospotbecauseitleavesmarks
ane do not
and signs." But, she continued, parMs. Bmringtm reminded us all to ents often force their children to lie to
use first names only, as anooymity is doctors and teachers and social workan impor1ant part of the program. She crs about the sources of their injuries.
then introduced Denise who began,
Doctors haw traditionally been
"We by to haw a sense of humor reluctant.to investigate the sources of

•
or

injuries which might point to child
abuse. Howevec, we were informed,
this situation is imp-oving. If a·doctoc
suspects child abuse, he is legally requin,d to report his fmdings to the
proper authorities, usually Otildren's
Services.
Said another group member,
Sandy:"ljustwanttograbparentsand
shake them when they leave their children with a babysittcl" or SOOleone and
tell their kids, 'You do everything soand-so tells you to.'Orthey drop their
kids off at daycare and tell them 'Do
everything the teacher tells you to."'
"Yes, because those people might
tell achildtodosomethingitshouldn't,
but the child doesn't want to disobey
its parents."
Responded another member, "It's
wry hard to teach children that it's
okay to say 'NOi' when their parents
reinfm::e this idea of blind obedience
to ALL adults."
Corey then told us some things
aboutalcss-visibleformofchildabuse:
emotiooal. abuse. It usually includes
the coosistent presence of negative
acts and\or language. Another problem is the consistent abseax:e ofpositiw acts and\or language Either of
these conditions may arrest the emotiooal. development of a child.
Only recently regarded as a separatecategoryisritualisticabuse, which
frequently involves the use of symbols, religious or otherwise to frighten
the child into obedience and silence.
Perhaps the oddest, and saddest,

form of abuse is the Munchhausen
Syndrome, in which parents or other
caregivers apparently damage their
children in ~der to gain sympathy
froJD others. ·Many of these types
take a child to the emergency room
once a week or more, simply because
they enjoy the attention they receive
from medical personnel.
Ms. Barrington reminded the
group at this point that CAP hopes to
help in all forms of abuse against
children. This includes child-onchild violence. It is especially important to treat this form of abuse,
she says, because abusive children
are frequently the product of an abusive home. ·
There was then a short review of
the CAP purpose. CAP supports the
child through the disclosure process,
records what is said, and informs
police or Children's Services. CAP
does not initiate a probe, does not
investigate. They tiy to do nothing
·that might 'taint' a later investigation by the authorities.
"This is the difficult thing about
being a part of CAP," said Ms.
·Barrington. "You're in and out, you
don't do follow-up, so you don't
always know what eventually happened to the report you filed or to the
child."
Some trainees were concernedabout the possibility that children
might report non-existent incidents.
Another member quoted a passage
from the CAP training manual which

victim. It needs to be channeled out in a
healthy way.
Being raped may leave a pers(ll feeling sad, lost, hurt, and coofused abootwby
it happened-rape victims need to be n»
swm of their va1uc and self-woon Rape
er any fC11D of sexual assault is ooe of the
most piinful and upsetting things that can
happentoaperson.F~mgembarrassed,
ashamed, experiencing disbelie( being
depesscd, having a mislrust of peq,le er
a lack ofcatfidmce, having an inability to
concenuate, and being restless, frightmcd
er angry are all vuy 0CllllllOO, ncrmal
reactioos seen in rape victims. With time
and understanding these feelings and experiences will subside. ·
Ifyou• been raped, we~ like
to encourage yoo to tell !OllCl(llC, particularly someone trained in sexual assault
issues, about the feelings yoo are experiencing. If unecne you know has been
raped and they tell you, ~ t h a n to
get ixofessional counseling. There are
many <l'gllllizatioo aroond our area to
help yoo if yoo are a victim of any type of
sexual assault, like SSU's Coonseling
Center or our excellcm G.RO.W. Prognun, \Wich opnized this Brown Bag

Lecture Series.
We~ also like to encourage every W<11U111 on campus to stop by the
G.RO.W. office in the UnMrsity Center,
rocm 241. They offa- many services that
youmaym know about. Ifyou are raped,
the City Health Department or the
Women's Health Clinic in Iutsmouth m
also . . places to seek help. Mm sexual
assaults will never be rqmed, but if you
are assaulted you should always get a
medical dieclwp,even ifyou do not want
anyooe to ~ . aoonymous testing is
available.
Rape can happen to anyone, regarda of age, SC)(, race, strength, etc. So we
like to encourage everyooe to laun
methods of self:.protectioo and the warning signs of potential rapists.
Watch out fer persons yooknow that:
• Emotionally aooses yoo (through
insults, belittling CCIIIJllellls, igncring your
opinioo, er by acting sulky or angry \mC'll
you initiate an actioo or idea.)
• Tries to con1rol yoo in any way that
you do not approve of.
• Talb negatively about \\aDell er
men in general.
•
• Gets jealous fer no R890D.

indicates that children very selliom

ever do this. Still, there might be
occasions when there is room· for

doubt about a child's story. "Stj.11,"
she reminds us, "It's better to tqake
a report which might turn out to be
mistaken than to let a child continue
to be beaten."
Members also discussed the Jccd
for more volunteers. Each CAP
group, usually composecl of tl_irCf or
more members, talks to only one
class at a time. The usual presentation takes about an hour. There is
also a certain amount of set-up (1D1C
and CAP has found that these classes
f
are most successful when presented
in the first halfof the day. Because of
these factors, the limit on pres~tations seems to be about two cla~ses
per day.
Of course, the more volunteers
CAP can utiliu:, the more groups it
can send out at a time and the mbre
quickly it can do its valuable work of
teaching children how to escape JDjury and become happier, healthier
people.
It is especially important that
CAP have more male volunteen at
the present time, but anyone who
wishes to help with this important
work should volunteer.
To do so, call Belinda J.
Barrington at 456-8217 or 8586442 m write P.O. Box 754, Portsmouth, Ohio 45662.

Grow seminar outlines reasons for rape===========~

ByJ6Tarr

uc r,opy F4R

•

Pkaseread this because we mpns
to be going owr a tq>ic that everyone
needs to know aboot: Rape. Ewryonc
thinks "it wm't happm to me," because,
cxmciously er subccmciously, no ooc
waDIS to be- that it cu happen to
· than. But it can. One in every four girls er
\\Olllt:ll will be qped in brr lifetime, and
me in every eight males will be ICltU8lly
assaulted in his lifetime. Most peq,lc do
not realize the latter fact because men
uully dm't rqm assauh, most oftai
due to the way l0Cicty JrCSSUl'CS men. we
learned about all of this at a Brown Bag
Lecture Saies meeting titled Rape: PasJiai "Power? that was held on N<Mmbcr 3. The guest speaker, Ms. lrtneLuJXOll,
has been trained in Sexual Assault Protocol by the Cho Department of Health.
The main point that the speaker was trying
to make is that rape is not psi of a ncrmal
sexual dam. It is not even a mentally
sexual act. The need to rape is a
of 10111C psycoolop:al dysfunction. It is
Ill act ofpower, poving that CIICJJODl is
suooger er niR ,powerful than aoolber.
Rape is always Im asgres.,ive act
Pccple need to be careful not to put

thcmselva into situatiC11S \\here rape is
possible. Date rape is w:r, cooumnand it
happens a lot to collegHac people. Yoo

can't always avoid date rape; nevcrth~
lea, there m DDe things yoo can do to
minimize your dlances of being raped,
such a: setting your 1CltU81 limits-let your
cJate know beforehand cuctly howfaryoo
m willing to go. Do not give mixed
mcsseps ,ay "yes" when yoo mean "yes"
and "oo" when you mean "no." Always
trust your gut-lMI feelings, be fm:eful
and furn. If things get out of hand you
shooldn't wury about being a polite person. Be careful when yoo invite someone
to your home and even nae so when yoo
go to their home. Be 8\Wfe that alcohol
and drugs m often related to rape, examine yoor own~ &boot sex and make
your own dccisioos.
The rape victim is U1Ually in shock,
oonfuscd, and possibly suffering fn:m disbelief or dmial. After a person has been
raped, they may anxiety, guilt, and
self-blame fer what happened- they must
know that BEING RAPED IS NEVER
1HE VICTIMS FAULT. Arv,randrosentnm at the rapist is toeally nonnal and
shoold !XX be boUlcd-up inside of the

--- --
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• Drinks heavily or uses drugs
tries to get you intoxicated.
• Refuses to let you share any of the
expenses of a date and gets angry
you offer to pay.
• Berates you for not wanting to
drunk, get high, have sex er go with hipt
er her to an isolated, persooal place (Ifs
or her room, your apartment, etc.)
• Is physically violent with you or
others, even if it's "jllSl" grabbing
pushing to get his or her way.
• Acts in an intimidating way tpward you ( sits too cloee, uses his or hfr
body to block your way, speaks as if lie
or she knows you better than he or she
really does, touches you \mC'll you say
"no.")
• Is 1,1J18ble to handle sexual aqd
emotional frustrations without becoming angry.
• Doesn\ view you as an equa1,
either because he of she is older or
because he or she sees himself or herself
as smarter or socially superior.
• Has a fascination with
• Enjoys being cruel to animali,
childn:n, or people be or she can bully.

mid
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Reductions continued from page I===================;_;_
no real impact on programs at the
University and expects the increased
efficiencyofofferingstobenefitstudents. The Vice-President ·of Business Affairs stated, "The intent [of
the course reductions] is that there
would be no impact on the programs.
The targets of the reduced offerings
are courses with multiple sections,
and general education electives not
critical to degree requirements.''
Creamer stated if more sections of a
course(s) that ·the University would
add the additional course(s) during
early or late registration.
The faculty has mixed views on
the implementation of the course
reduction. The reaction seemed to
vary from department to department
of those that responded to The
Chronicle 's inquiries.
Shawnee Education Association
(SEA) President Dr. JeffBauer, Associate Professor of Geology, told
The Chronicle that he was currently
unaware of the full impact the cuts

will have on the course offerings
across the campus. However,he did
suggest that smaller programs like
the sciences probably would be hurt.
He stated that taking IO percent ofa
large program would simply limit
the amount ofintro (IOI) level classes
offered; however, a small program
would find its growth limited since
only_asmallernuniber of courses are
offered.
Dr. Tom Carnevale, Chair of the
Mathematics Department, told The
Chronicle that the impact of the cuts
to his department would be minimal.
He stated that, '' My understanding ofit is that it not a bad idea. I think
we need to be scheduling smarter.''
Carnevale added, ''The Mathematics Department has done that for the
last two years.''
The Mathematics Olairnoted that
the Department spent quite some
time in trying to make desired scheduling changes. Carnevale felt that
this process should have been and

explored with quantitative data earlier. Carnevali stated that he felt the
University should have spent more
time in planning the course changes.
He stated, "Our scheduling smarter
should be made with the need of the
students in mind. I don't think we
paid much attention to this in the
past."
.
Bill Penn, Associate Professor of
Computer-Aided Drafting and Design, stated that the effects on his
department will be hannful. He said,
''I will not attempt to answer for the
rest of Engineering Technologies,
but the CADD program is being
choked by the 10 percent reduction.
While fewer CADD classes were
offered than Roger Diamond [Senior
Instructor CADD] and I requested,
causing our classes to fill up early, no
new sections were opened.''
Penn explained, "In the past we
welcomed new sections to increase
the headcount. I believe the decline
in enrollment was planned by the

Creamer told The Chronicle that
University as a means of increasing
therevenueperFTE. Thiscouldonly the University remains committed
be attempted with the supplemental to making classes available to many
non-traditional students who take
funding SSU enjoys.''
Penn felt that the University did classes after 4:00 pm. Many stuhave problems with the course plan- dents at Shawnee State, approxitlll!g system, but course reduction mately 60 percent, fall into the
willnothelpthe University. He points category of non-traditional. Furout, "Roger [Diamond] and I had . thennore, this need for evening
requested .two needed sections of classes reflects the large proporLisp Programming and no sections tion of SSU students who work
·oflntergraph Microstation. One sec- outside the University.
Creamer stated, "Dr. Veri has
tion of Lisp was offered and two
sections of Microstation were of- charged the Provost with developfered in a quarter·when it was not ing better schedules for night offerings and increased emphasis on the
needed."
Dr. Edward Miner, Associate long-term course scheduling so that
Professor of Sociology and Psy- students not only know what is
cho logy, told The University being offered this term but when to
Chronicle ·earlier, ''They're cut- expect the course to be offered.''
He added, "However, do not
ting the number of intro level
courses and adding to class size ...I lose sight of the fact that Dr. Veri
don't know any member [of the also directed that there be more
faculty] wants larger classes be- courses offered between 8:00 pm
cause it's difficult to reach stu- and 10:00 pm and more single
evening offerings."
dents."

Veterans continued from page l=====================--

the scars ofwar. Those who suffered
the physical wounds of war deserve
ourspecialrecognitionbecausethey
gave of themselves literally.''
Riffe ackled, "No less wounded
are those who have suffered psychological injuries. For many of them,
the horror of war will just not go
away. Theseservicemenandwomen
deserve our recognition, our respect
and support as well.''
Riffe, who served in the United
StatesAnnyAirCorpinWorldWar
~I, explained' 'But make no mistake

about it: we are not here today to Seelrorst. The volunteer members of chutes tbatcanacbieve a forward speed of tfrougb the l)epar1Jned of Veteram Mglorify war --we are here to eel- , the 82nd Airborne Demonstration 22milesperhour.
fairsn:ludmg:bomeloanguanuty,comebrate peace and the many veterans Team, which is stationed in North
Brian Saul, SSU student and funner peosation for di.ubility, IIOIHCl'Vice rewho have helped preserve it."
Carolina's Fort Bragg, landed ori the member of the 82nd Airborne, made ar- lated disability pension, clothing
Readied, "WarisHell.Butweare University Green with an American rangememsfortheteamtocomethe Uni- allowm:e, V.Am!dicalallowaoce,deoat peace today, and I join the
flag.
.
vmity. Saul served au static line jun.,« tal care, alcohol aod drug depemeocy
ofthetri-stateareafc:rtheirtremendous
The two jumpers plummeted to for the 82nd Airborne Divisioo.
burial benefits, civil service
ccntribution to peace.''
the earth at speeds of over 120 miles
Shawnee State University offers as- perfonnanoo
aod ~ '
The ceremony ended with a para- per hour. The jumper holding the sistance _, student veterans who wisb to benefits. Ifimeaested iii further infonu.'I•
chuting demonsttation by the 82nd flag did several spiral acrobatics. He enroll in college. Contact SSU Veter&M' tionooany ofthese oroda-~ ca:1
Airborne Division's Freefall Demon- used the spiral maneuver with the red Affairs Office at 355-2244 or Ext #244.
the Depal1lnert of Veteram' Affairs toll
stration Team that was performed by smoke burst to create a "barberpole''
There are many progmm available free at l-im-827-8272.
SSGJeffHawkandSGTMikeGrandy effect. The parachutists used exwith the assistance of SSO John tremely maneuverable square para-

veterans

.
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SME donates money to student _c~J1pte~=====

Students.intertsted urg()fn~ tQ ,Rtusjia
to .att~nd ~izhnyNovgoro·d;:: ~:i@J,
Univer~jt~ for the Spring Q11~tftet'hJay
apply to·;eitll,er Dr.A.L.Addington, Rrovost;
Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vi~e~Rresident for·
StudentA:ffairs,;
1

or .Joe IJarris,
President Stt1dent S,~JUlte
by November 17~h.
,
.

of

.

.

.

You must submitllle lollbwiriglnfoi:.i1Afion:1;
1. Name, at;fdress, anq p).,lone pumber

2. Social Securi~ Nqipber

't)n.Sunday afternoon In die Verii.-Riffe Building (A~anced Technology Ce.,ttet)Roger
Sch~, Assod.ate Professor of,Englneering P.las(lcs Tem.nology, p~ted • ·~
..-Om;
t,Sodety of Manufacturing Engineers 323 hi the·1U11.ountof two hundred and
dollan to
Professor Roger Dlamo~ Senior CADD ""sttuctot. Sdaet"er ts the Secretary o(athe Middle
Valley OJ•ptet o(S~ The check was to help,offset some of the expen~ lncurrEid by th.,e
ShawneeStudenti¢baj)ter of the Sodety of;~ u r ~ Engineers on·,·th.day 01P to ,~ ~.i:o'experienc:ethe ~~.-.;~utoF111~ ConfeJ"ence. . .,
< •

•.

..··•·· . . . •·• 3. Reasoniorinte~s~i ·
i J l~~s of facw,t)'Jf ~stta
_. ti6l,}
· ··. · · iorreconunen.~tion . ,: ·

4~.~

IJ;}to~ have any iiift?~"J!';tf:~n 'regarding df!,

cilll Ji'eggp DiUow·i~>~$$.;.22,o ~280),. ....

.

·New stuff from Duff and Concrete Blonde

I don't have much to talk about
in the introduction this week, because I'm blocked and it's kind of
hard to think straight. That fight with
the spider(seepage 8 in last week's
Chronicle) took a lot out of me last
week.
'That DuffMcKagan solo album
thathas beentalkedaboutformonths
is finally out. As far as I've seen, it's
done very little on the charts, and
I'm not sure how well it's selling,
· but it should do well with die-hard
fans of Guns N' Roses. In addition,
it's a good warm-up to the new Guns
N'Roses album, due out on November 23. Mark your calendars.
At any rate, anyone who knows
about Guns N'Roses knows who
Duff McKagan is. For those who
don't, he's their bassist. So anybody
who listens to GN'R is aware of
what McKagan can do with a bass
guitar. However, what the listener
finds out on McKagan' s solo album
·is that he can do a whole lot of other
stuff. For instance, he used to be a
drummer in a band, and so he does

most of the drums on the album. He
also does acoustic and electric guitar, bass, lead and backup vocals,
and piano on the album.
In addition, Duffhas a lot ofhelp
from a bunch ofpeople who
make guest appearances on
the album. Among them are
fellow Gunners Ojzzy
Reed, Slash, Matt Sorum,
and Gilby Clarke, Doc
Newmann, Lenny Kravitz,
Jeff Beck, Rob Affuso,
David "Snake" Sabo, and
Sebastian Bach from Skid
Row, and the Suicide
Horns, led by Duff's
brother Matt.
This album starts off with the
title track "Believe In Me," which
doesn't need any complex explanation, it just basically kicks. Then
things slow down a little for the song
"I Love You," which is a love song
(sort of) which McKagan cites as ".
. . a WIY view of a relationship gone
bad." The other truly terrific material on this album includes "The

Movies For Rent

Videos are available for students
in the gameroom.
Rental Rules are as follows,
l. Videos are available to any
SSU student with a valid I.D. NO
EXCEPTIONSU! I.D.swillbeheld
until the videos have been returned
and checked.
2. There is a $10 charge on any
lo t. stolen, or damaged videos.
3. All videos must be returned in
two days to the gameroom.
4. Only two videos per student a

night

5. Any videos rented on Friday
do not have to be returned until
Monday.
6. If you return a video and the
pmeroom is closed, return the video
ID~ Student A«iviti_
es Office (Fred
Clu-i111W1'1 Office).
Video List
#00 I l OI Dalmatians G
#002 Bill and Ted's Bogus Jour
ney PG-13
#003 Billy Bathgate R
#004 Boyz in the Hood R
#005 Bugsy R
#006 Cape Fear R
#007 Doc Hollywood PG
#008 Don't Tell Mom the
Babysitter is Dead PG
#009 Double Impact PG
#010 E.T. PG
#011 Father of the Bride PG
#012 Femgully G ·
#013 Fisher King R
#014 Fraternity Vacation R
#015 Freddy's Dead R
"'" #016 Gung Ho PG-13

R

PG

#017 Hand that Rocks the Cradle
#018
#019
#020
#021

#022
#023
Crusade
#024

Hellgate R
He said, She said PG-13
The Hitcher R
Honey, I Shrunk the Kids

Hook PG
Indiana Jones & the Last
PG-13
J.F.K. R
#025 Kuffs PG-13
#026 The Last Boy Scout R
#027 The Man with One Red
Shoe PG-13
#028 The Mechanic PG
#029 Naked Gun 2 1/2 PG
#030 New Jack City R
#031 One Good Cop R
#032 Only the Lonely PG-13
#033 Other Peoples Money R
#034 Power R
#035 Presumed Innocent R
#036 Pretty Woman R
#037 Regarding Henry PG-13
#03 8 Rocketeer PG
#039 Secret Admirer R
#040 Silence of the Lambs R
#041 Star Trek 6 PG
#042 St. Elmo's Fire R
#043 STOP! Or My Mom Will
Shoot! PG-13
#044 ToLiveandDieinL.A. R
#045 Top Gun PG
#046 Wayne's World PG-13
#047 What About Bob PG
#048 White Knights. PG-13
#049 White Water Summer PO
#050 Wild at Heart R
#05 l Witchboard R

Majority," with Lenny Kravitz on
lead vocals, "Trouble," featuring Bas
and Snake from Skid Row, and a
hilarious rock/rap tr~ck simply titled
••Fu<k You," featuring ·Doc

Newmann.
There are other tracks that stand
out on the album, including the ballads "Could It Be U'' and" l OYears,"
along with"Just Not There," and the
closingtrack"LonelyTonite,"which
is a bluesy, sitting-alone-in-a-smokefilled-bar kind of song .
There's nothing really fancy or
flashy on this album, just good mu-

sic covering a few different styles ..
There's no way of telling if this
album will sell well, but to be honest, justbecause something doesn't
sell well doesn't necessarily mean
that it isn't good. It's up to
the listener. This is a good
album to just kick back and
enjoy. ••••

Next up is the new Concrete Blonde album, entitled
Mexican Moon. It's been a
while since Concrete Blonde
got decent airplay on radio.
The last single to really hit
for this band was in 1990,
with"Joey,"fromthealbum
Bloodletting. Their 1992 album
Walking In London was sadly overlooked by the radio mainstream.
This new album could tum things
around, though. The video for the
first single, "Heal It Up," is doing
pretty, w~ll on MTV, and there are a
lot of other good tracks on this album which have potential as hit
singles.

Lead singer Johnette Napolitaqo
still delivers her typically powertw.
vocal style on the opening traqk
"Jenny I Read."Then thealbumg~
into the title track "Mexican Moon,"
which is a beautifully written ballad.
From there on out it's a great mix of .
tracks ranging from harder tracks to
moving ballads, all of which
Napolitano sings with flawless ease.
The other terrific tracks onMext.~
can Moon include "I Call It Love,"
"Jonestown," "Jesus Forgive Me
(For The Thingsl'mAboutTo Say);'
and the ballads "Rain" and "(Love b
A) Blind Ambition."
..
This album couldn't have come
at a better time, with thereceni alternative explosion which is currentw
taking place. With bands like Nir~
vana and Pearl Jam getting the proverbial foot in the door on MTV and
on rock radio, other bands can get iq
and be heard by more people. OJIC1t~people hear more songs from Mexican Moon, it should do well. ••••'
Martin Poston is the UC Photo
Editor
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/f{JJ!~ BOGART'S
DATE

TUE-Nov 16

IEVENT

DOORS

TICKETS
'

ROBERT CRAY BAND
W/CINCINNATI BLUES ALLSTAl'I BAND

7:00PM

$20.00/2 1 .!50

WED-NOV 17

BUZZCOCKS W/DOUGHBOYS lie FUDGE

7:00PM

$10.7!5/I 1.7!5

THU-NOV 18

SUPERCHUNK W/Yo LA TEN.GO

7:00PM

$6.7!517.7!5

Fl'll·NOV 19

HAROLD MELVIN a THE BLUE NOTES

7:30PM

$12.!50/13.!50

SAT-NOV20

CONCRETE BLONDE WITHE OBLIVIOUS

7:30PM

$13.7!5/l 4.7!5

SUN•l)IOV 21

INNER CIRCLE W/RISE ROBOT RISE

7:00PM

$10.7!5/I 1.7!5

MON•NOV22

THE BREEDERS W/LUSCIOUS JACKSON lie PAW

7:00PM

$12. 7!5/1 3. 7!5

WEO-NOV24

BEST KISSERS IN THE WORLD WITH

7:00!>M

$!5.7!5/6.7!5

Tl'IIPPING DAISY lie CHAINSAW KITTENS

.

SAT·NOV27

THE OCEAN BLUE W/ACID TEST

7:30PM

$6.7!517.7!5

TUE•NOV 30

VINCE NEIL W/MY LITTLE FUNHOUSE

7:00PM

$ I 3.!50/1 !5.00

FRl·DEC 3

THE SAMPLES WITHE HANNIBALS

7:30PM

$8.00/10.00

SAT-DEC 4

FRONT 242 W/ETHYL MEATPLOW lie
7:30PM

$1 !5. 7!5/16. 7!5

STABBING WESTWARD
THU-DEC 9

SMASHING PUMPKI~

7:00PM

$12.7!5/13.7!5

SUN•DEC 12

THE LEMON HEADS W/REDD KROSS

7:00PM

$10.7!5/I 1.7!5

DE I.A SOUL WITl'IIBE CALLED QUEST

7:30PM

$13.7!5/1!5.00

NEW YEAR'S EVE WITH
THE ROYAL CRESCENT MOB W/SPIDERFOOT

7:30PM

$1 0.00/1 I .00

_SAT-DEC 18
Fl'II-DEC 31

T1cKrn: BOGART'S, TICKETMASTER

.
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.[Entertainnie:b. t

ll~sh is a gre~t set of Counterparts, .and .Melissa says, \'es f.~ ,rf
..

-··..

.

.

Well. l· managed to survive a pre-order. pre-pay special and get
co,?/ple of very nerve-racking situa- this set at a great sale price. You can
.

tioffs that you may have read about
in1his issue,and inlastweek'sissue.
B~ ond that my life hasbecn pretty
uneventful for. a while. I got behind
intmy music reviews because of
w6fking at putting out the newspapef and . catching up on my math
cl~s. But now l think I've got all of
that under control and I hope to get
ba~'k to having reviews every week
for.you.
· 'The Holiday Season is quicldy
apP,roaching and here are a couple of
great. gift ideas for the rock fan on
your list Those two terrors from
MTV,Beavis&Butt-Headwillhave
an album out soon titled 1ne Beavis
anfJ Butt-Head Experience. Some
the"things to hear on tltis will be
Beavis & Butt-Head .doing "Come
ToButt-Head"and''IGotYouBabe''
suflg with Cher, ye!! MTV's two
rowdy teens !!irtg with Cher, Other
artists performing on this album are
Aerosmith, Jacky!, ~irvana; Primus,
Rdri'l)MC, Sir Mix-a-Lot, and the
Red Hot Chili Peppers,
,- ext is the new box set from
11lli<;a titlediJVJ.r SH*T: 1:JJNGE
!PURGE. this set consists .of3
Stapes, 3 CD·s (or 2eas~tte~).
page book.Snake Pitp~s, "Scary
y" .sten~il; $id a Cc>l1~ors road
~e. box. You may be tltinking that
. ,s.will cost well over $100, but it is

s

j t$79:99. Plus if you go. do~ to
. phard' Sound Works .~fore
. . vember 23. you can.gij itt ori a

count on this set becoming a valuable collector's item ~ike
QueensRyche's
-Operation
Livecrirrie box set did.
·
•Now onwith this weeks reviews.

The world's premier power trio
is back again. Rush
·
has a new album
titled Co~terparts
and their first single
•~stick :it Out" is
climbing the charts.
OnceagainRushpresentsanalbumwitha
lotof messages and
thought on things of·
sooial importance.
The
trick
''Nobody's
makes you think
about. looking at
peopleinabetteran4
.
clifferentJightthat you niay be U$e<i
·to;
The tt:ack"Alien Shore'' paints a
picture where sex} color, 1Utd race
.does~•t iilalce anyone differeiit, it

......

sage·and feeling of lost love, yearn~ ·attention by Dr. Jeriy Holt, the two
ing for more compassionate rela- of us haven't
abie to get tOo!
tionships, and love songs from ~f gether to exchange this tape~ but
lonely dark point of view. But as far I hope to. have i.t reviewed by my
as a change or growth in her.music next column, I can't promise it be~
Melissa is still theslmie as wasinher · causethetwoofus atebllS}'men.and
first two albums. This one almost we have been trying to get together .
seems like a rehashing of' her older of the last three weeks. So anyone
Melissa Etheridge has 11·new aJ.:. 'music.·It could be said that her music can bring me ntllSic for review; stu~ •
isatit'speakand dents, faculty, administration, and
itdoesn'tneedto staff alike.
grow or improve
I'm talking with Martin ·Poston
because it is of the col\illln Music for the Open
greatmusic. The ·Mind~ 11bout running anQther ~tion
thing ofit is that of MANSON Vs. MARTIN for the
if your music tiext p~per.also:.
doesn't change
) Of improve, only
I would like to thank Tim
. those people . Shephard and Shephard's Sound
who are caught Works 1003 Gallia St. (orproviding
in. the feeling me with music for review. All these .
...
.•,~ ,....
that your music:.. itllmmsand~an.ymoreare:availa!.,le •
presents, it will at Sh.ephards. · •
start to stagnate.
.YeslAm is
And fflDCmber> K~p you ~irt
bum titled Yes 1 Am, and it is filled still good music and l hav¢ to say on, and your hands oµt ofyourpan~! .
._:
·...
.with the soulful yet powerful sounds that ~~.¥Ca couple goodsongs on .
Philip Thie«n tifht UC Enterth~t she has becomeJcnown from it but lot of it seems to be the same
as.be:(6rei. "Everything 61d is tainment Editof..
.
thfeeother alburiu. Tlt~current
again,. jt1St ijQC'Sn'fcutit in
hiffromthisalbumisthetradc"rm
m~ie.~otld. ••• . .·.•.·. ..·.· ...·...
· 1\J Only One!' is iexanipte•g the
waythatMetissa~\>rin.gfolitethe
dark thoughts and (eelmgs· m iife
l W$\t tolet all<>fyoµ kitow that
yet i>e able to add asmall li~tof any tune you have sonie new music
Excellent - *****
ji6pe to the.music: ·.. ... .•. . .... .•. otfairly recent inusic that! haven't
Great - ****
The trai,k"ffl Wanted To'' is a revi~ed, tut<!. you wowd like
to
Good-***
stat mentbf inde~iidenci but
check it out just bring .•. it . ,the .·
.

ThingAlonel" that isa testanientto
the skill and power of Lee, Lifeson,
and Peart.
All in llllCounterparts is one of
the best music for thought albums
I've heard in a while and it's bound
to be a hit for Rush. • •••

.
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.

been

Manson&
The Mystical
Potatoh~ad
Groove Thing
'

'

b ·

:Philip Thieken,.

.just inakes.us hlPlUU1S )Vbo ·• riee.4 tQ

. becoinefuorethan we are.
···· .· The track "Double Agent'' telrs
how we 11gbt to make things ~ter
bu~ only e.i!d. up.~akitjg everything
wor!Kbecause we don't look at
~fyt}µng or we ignore things iftlife

for

bet

ev~ .

stlltT
·new

a

.

me

yet .•·

0

tltafwe
shouldn't
.
· h. ·lth
···.··n.e·.rd.~... s.·e.·. . .··. ·s.·-.s.·•.=
.•··. .•·a·>
. n.o·d•.p· ·.n•·o.·•.·••t. f. .o.th.f.··e•.•n. · ·.,.·.m~ .'···u..•s·.•·.b...~.e. •.·.·
J>rl this
albtini you wilf fihd an
. w . m··..•·..·,•·.n.a.al1.·•.·...M.·am
•
"
.·
··instrument at titiect ,c,eave Thif .·. .· niis ~lb~ i$ a:jhl' fill( 9fJJ.1es?
·.·.-,.·.1
..•

.

piU9('(Massie4ll) oieawhmeout
<>n cilmpus I hci~ to havei Miew
ari artist thaf~as ~tcnight to #iY

of

Kathy Mattea's
Christmas Homecoming '93

PORTSMOUTH
LITTLE THEATRE
HAS ....

The Farnclale Avenue Housing Estate
Townswomen's Guild Dramatic Society's
Production of A Christmas Carol
By David McGillivray and Walter Zerlin, Jr.
November 26, 27 and December 3, 4
(Auditions October 4 and 5)

7 : l S p.m.

In a festive mood, the F.A.H.E.T.G.D.S. ladies mount yet another
assault on the classics with their stage version of A Christmas Carol.
Enthusiasm is their middle name, and with the virile support of
stage-manager Gordon, the cast presents a dizzy array of characters from
the Dickensian favorite under the ever-battling leaderships of Thelma and
Mrs. Reece. Of course, no Farnsdale evening would be quite complete
without those wayward touches of ingenuity for which the ladies are so
justly famous. This is a classic, :ramatic massacre with an awesome,
convincing idiocy that enthralls, despite better judgment.
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B<1x office ooensfor season ticket reservations November 15
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Starring:

.,_.,

lidrGflhr--.

Kathy Mattea

Special Guest:

I
j
<

]

.:...
J.

Clay Walker

Saturday, December 11, 1993
at8:00pm,
Charleston Municipal Aduitorium
Ticket are: Golde"n Circle V .I.P. $22.50
St 7.50 - $14.50 .
All Seats Reserved
Tickets go on sale on November 13, 1993
At Civic Center Box Office
and All TlcketMaster Outlets
Or call Charleston
(304)342-5757
Ron'tlngton (304) Z3 -5757
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Pizza Hut

I

•

,1ut.
'4... • ,,. .. •

Two medium specialty
pizzas---Pep. Lovers,
Supreme or Meat Lovers
$ I I •9 9

P-to31
:.tfut.

'4... • .......

t1 ·

I';
1:

1.
I':

I Valid only at participating Pizza Hut restaurants. Present when ordering.
I One coupon pet' person visit. Not valid with other discounts or coupons, I"'•
I
I/20 cent cash redemption value. 1984 Pizza Hut, Inc.
f
I Portsmouth and New Boston Pizza Hut I:

. ..,._ - ----- ---·-·-·---··" " ',- -.•/
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Keeping the Memories:

Editor's Note: This is the second part of a continuing story by
Bobbie Lynn Chaffins, UC Fiction
Editor.
Shelia and John had spent their
honeymoon in this very cabin. He
had carried her up the old, wooden
steps to the cabin and into the room.
He had laid her down upon this very
couch and caressed her body. The
memories were so vivid she could
almost feel him beside her as she
remembered him slowly unbuttoninghercream-coloredshirtandkissing her neck softly. He caressed her
sides and pulled up her skirt. He
kissed her ever so gently, and they
made love all night.
As she came back to reality, she
realized that it was getting dark. She
rode back down the long and lonely
hillside and put her horse back in the
stall. As she walked back to the
house, she saw a long, black car
pulling into the drive. She did not
think that they were expecting company so she stopped on the porch
steps to await the arrival of the mystayguest. Whcatbecardrewcloser,
slie could see that it was a military

j..,.

'1J!llaicle.
She

.,,'lrith excitenaeM

Br. . . ,J.

V

Part Two;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiii;.iiiiiiiiiii.i-.iiiiiiiiiii.i-iiii.iiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiii.i-.iiiiiiiiiii.i-iiiiiiiiiiiiii;.iiiiiiiiiii.i-.iiiiiiiiiii.i-;;;;;;;;;.

forsheknewitwasherbelovedJohn
returning to her from the war. She
ran inside and shouted out the good
news. Then, without hesitancy, she
ran up the staircase to her bedroom
to change into something that would
reveal her condition. While changing clothes she ran through many
different phrases and ways to tell
John that she was going to have his
first child. She knew how much he
had wanted a child ialld now she
could give him what he had most
wanted. Trying to catch her breath,
she walked outside and looked frantically for the tall, stout figure of
John.
When the screen door shut behindher,hermother and father, who
had been talking to the driver of the
car, looked up with a hint of sympathy on their faces. At that moment
Shelia recogniu:d the driver of the
carasthemilitarychaplain. Shetried
to listen carefully to what he was
saying, but the fright and anticipationofthewordssheknewshewould
hear only tormented and teased her
as they echoed through her mind.
Suddenly, she finally heard them:
"John has been killed."
Thoee words cut tllrough lier

heart like a knight's sword through
an enemy. The chaplain offered his
condolences and handed her John's
belongings. Shelia's heart sank deep
and her spirit was br9ken. She slowly
turned and climbed the staircase and
continued down the hall to her room.
The hallway had never seemed
so long.
As she clutched John's belongings close to her chest, it seemed as
though she would never get to her
room. When she opened her door,
the cheerful white seemed a dull
grey to her. She walked into the
room and shut the door.
Shesatinherroomfortherest
of the evening looking at old pietures and thinking of the good times
they have spent together. It was hard
for her to believe that he was gone
and she would never feel him holdingherclosetohiswarmchestagain.
Finally she slept.
The next morning she awoke
and went downstairs to find a letter
lying on the table beside the Victorian white door. It looked l&e John's
handwriting so she picked up the
envelope and took a deep breath. It
was addressed to her. She walked
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filled with marvelling and amv.ement. I am a man 1,orn of man. I
am Abul~a, the only remaining
•son• of Vietor Frankenstein.

SBAPESHIFfER
chest and retricvo my still pound• potency that I ""ght make it home.
During my colloquy with AlLycanthropy comes from the
ins heart.
I watched your silhouette lah, I noticed a small ooze of blood Greek "lykanthropia," meaning a
against the blue-pink sky as you trickling down the topmost portion madness in which one imagines
held the throbbing muscle high and of my head. I could not fathom a oneself a wolf. The Greek root of
drank from the crimson river which cause for this most curious affiic- lykanthropia is lykanthropos,
now cascaded around your willing tion. I cautiously recounted the meaning a wolf-man.
One of the first "wolf-men" was
lips. And as you stood there with tolerably customary events of my
scarlet streamlets of my life roll- evening. Still I was unable to re- Lycaon, the King of the district of
ing down the olive skin of your solve my plight. The streamlet of Arcadia in Greece. He was turned
plump arm, you smiled again and blood abruptly aggrandized into a into a wolf by Zeus, after he ofsaid, "I'm sorry, I never meant to capacious current, all but soaking fered the god a dish human flesh
for food in order to test the omnty brow.
hurt you."
My hair stuck in clumps to my nipotence of the being.
It was at that moment that I
Since we are speaking in terms
realized you are the vamp, not me. ,skin, and I contemplated hindering
You are the wicked female and I my expedition, but the consequence of Greek, I am Apollon Lykeios, or
am but another of your prey. I am · of my mission was far too impor- Apollo, the wolf slayer.
but another victim of a monster tant to corrupt simply for my welCoatinued in The Monster
called yoor heart.
fare.
Collection by Brian J. Overman
BrianJ. Overman is the News
I have neglected to tell you of
And now I see that you hide
behind your icy blue eyes. You my mission, haven't I?-lt is quite a Editor for The University
hide a viciou secret, a secret I had simple task which I am altogether Chronicle

tore open the envelope she could
feel the very depths of her soul tearing with it. Her heartbeat echoed
through her racing mind, as she unfolded the letter and read:

MY BELOVED SHELIA,
IWANTYOUTOKNOW,
IF I NEVER RETURN TO YOU,
T°HAT-1 LOVE YOU. I AM DOING WHAT I BELIEVE IN. I
WANT YOU TO GET ON WITH
THE REST OF YOUR LIFE,
AND ALWAYS CHERISH THE
BLESSED MEMORIES THAT
WE HAVE MADE TOGETHER.
I MUST GO NOW.
I LOVE YOU.
LOVE FOREVER
JOHN

When she fmished reading
the Jetter, she realized that they
would only be apart for a short
while, and he wanted her to get on
with the rest of her life.
Shelia then decided that she
was going to keep the memories
alive and make sure that her child
knew and would remember his father.
Four months later Shelia had
a healthy baby boy. She named
him John David Solace, Jr. They
continued to live on the ranch and
every evening she would take
Johnny to that very special rock to
watch the ever beautiful sunset like
she and John used to do.

(To be continued ... )
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A Shopping Spree

WARNING!!

Partner not included!

IF YOU ARE UNDER THE AGE OF 11
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REPUBLICAN MONEY ORDERS

_______

How much for a Democrat?
-

seven months injail for his Watergate
misdeeds to being appointed head
of the Columbus, Ohio Commission
on Ethics and Values.
--After last inute campaigning .t o
retain his seat on the Massachusetts
Governor's Council, Herbert
Connolly raced to the polling place,
but arrived 15 minutes too late to
cast his ballot in the 1988 Democ}atic Primary. The final tally was
14,715 for Connolly and 14,716 for
his opponent.
--Fumiesto Okubu, 65, of
Toyama, Japan, choked to death after becoming entangled in his seat
belt in 1986 on the first day of the
enforcement of Japan's mandetory
seatbelt law.
--Texas State Representative
Jim Kastor introduced a bill
requiring anyone who intends to
commit a crime to notify the future
victim at least 24 hours in advance, orally or in writing, and to
notify victims of their right to use
deadly force to resist certain
crimes.
--Source: News ofthe Weird

Black market babies?

UNDER THE STATUTES OF THE STATE OF OHIO. IF
YOU ORDER, PAY FOR, SHARE THE COST OF, OR
AmMPT TO PURCHASE, OR POSSESS OR CONSUME
BEER OR INTOXICATING LIQUOR IN ANY PUBLIC PLACE,
OR FURNISH FALSE INFORMATION AS TO NAME, AGE, OR
OTHER IDENTIFICATION, YOU ARE SUBJECT TO A FINE
OF UP TO .ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS, OR IMPRISONMENT OF UP TO S I X ~ OR BOTfl.
WE REQUJRE PROPER I.D. FOR PERSONS UNDER THE ACE Of 30.

KROGER CUSTOMER SERVICE

In political news •••
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CHAOS by Brien Shuster
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Bad Fait!t IJarguming!!!

This week's E-Mail

Real messaees from SSU personalities

From: Mike Bankey, Admissions
Subject: Looking for a good home

I am looking for a good home for my 4 year old male doberman. He is an
inside dog, very friendly but not good with small children. If you or anyone you
know is looking for a great pet, give me a call at ext. 402.
Michael

"Well Mr. Wilkins, we were able to save your life, but I'm
afraid we had to give you a heart from a duck ... and a
duck's kidneys ... and, well, look, I've got to be honest.. ."

Please IDake us laugh.

We are loo ng for submis ions to the humor page.
yo
wou1d be nter s ed in seeing your f.unny stuff in print, gi~e us
a call at 355-227,8 or stop by The University G~ onicle Newsroom on th fourth floor of Massie Hall (Room 411)

·'1hCUl1iVersiijt <Dlirohicle

Adjunct continued from page I

North Central Association the University, that was compiled March
1-3, 1993, •'There are over 150
• ·part-time faculty used each year
coltlpared to approximately 120
full-time faculty." The NCA report stated that the University had
generated approximately a third of
its student credit hours with use of
adjunct faculty. The NCA noted
that, ''In the English program, they
[adjunct faculty] accounted for 60
percent of the credit hours in a
composition sequence.''
A study, "Analysis of Use of
Part Time Faculty Sur,.ey," conducted by the Faculty Advisory
Committee to the Chancellor, Ohio
Board of Regents, showed a sampling of the use of part-time faculty. The survey was of 24 institutions consisting of l O state
universities, 3 branches, 9 technical and community colleges and 2
other. Some of the institutions that
provided data for the survey were
Shawnee State University, Bowling Green State University, Central
State, Wright State, Youngstown
State University, Miami, Columbus State, Cincinnati Technical
College, and Stark Technical College. Shawnee State's representative to the FAC was Anita Gilmer,
Assistant Professor of Computer
Information Systems. According to
that study, Shawnee State University was using 143 adjunct faculty
members in 1990, as opposed to
I 02 full-time faculty.
Dr. A.L. Addington, Provost,
told The Chronic/ethatthe Univer-

News<

/Monday,J6~~r 1s, 1993 .

sity was downsizing the number of
adjunct faculty members.
There is apparently approximately between 100 and 120 adjunct teaching at SSU. Addington
did not make further comment before press time.
Gilmer stated, ••This report was
prepared .. .in order to be able to
bring her [the Chancellor] our concerns about the use of part-time
faculty. None of us is ." against"
such use, but we have understandable concerns about the quality of
education and support of such purposes with her, so I would hesitate
to draw conclusions from the report
until such time as the Chancellor
has had time to prepare a response
to it."
She added, •'She has expressed
interest in discussing those issues
this year with the committee. But a
larger concern of hers focuses on
all non-full-time teaching faculty
at many institutions as well-- i.e.
graduate teaching assistants that
teach many of tbe lower-division
courses at the larger institution."
Gilmer stated that the members
of the Faculty Advisory Committee felt that the current system of
using adjunct faculty needed to be
reviewed State-wide. She stated,
"I think the feeling of the committee is that we would like to see all .
part-time faculty not only adequately paid, but that they also be
given office space (or at least workroom space), access to telephones
and copy machines, and other services provided to full-time faculty.

In addition, the oommittee would
like to see a stronger provision for
these faculty to interface with their
respective departments. At some
institutions, regular . meetings are
held between full-time faculty and
part-faculty to ensure coordination.
At other institutions, little is done
to encourage this. Shawnee State,
support and interfacing varies
widely among departments, and
might be improved without legislative action."
Gilmer stated that if funds were
made available by the State Legislature Shawnee could use them for
development and improvement of
Shawnee State's adjunct faculty.
She stated, "Part-time salaries are
low. An increase in salary would
increase selectivity thus increasing
quality."
SSU adjunct salaries range from
$155 to $262 per credit hour. In
comparison with another area quarterly institution, O.U. Ironton, salaries range from $450 to $540 per
credit hour. The other institutions
cited above were on the the semester
system.
Addington told The Chronicle on
the salary status of the adjunct faculty, "About three years ago adjunct
faculty salaries increased 15 percent
in a year. Some additional increases
for adjuncts have generally been apart
of the budget process but have not
been funded among the highest priorities for the University."
However, Addington stated, 11
The University has many perks for
adjuncts that are not often found at

other instiuitions. For instance, we
do pay travel for adjunct who commute more than 25 miles to teach a
course."
According to the Provost's Offlee other area institutions such as
Ashland Community College,
Maysville Community College, and
Marshall University "do not pay
travel for teaching courses on campus." However, these instuitions do
pay for travel offaculty who have to
teach off campus.
Ohio University-Ironton does
"pay travel for on campus courses if
the person has to drive more than 30
miles."
·
According to the survey, "The
numberoffull-timefacultyatthese
institutions during fall 1990 (the
periodstudied)was9,410compared
to 8,35 I+ part time faculty. The
number of part timers at each institution ranged from 11 to 2,000¥,
the average was 363; the median
was 35~. pnly 15 institutions could
figure out the percentage of part
timers to full time FTEs [Full-Time
Equivalencies]. Those who could
had· a range of 5 percent to 51
percent. Ten institutions reported
that the num~r ~f part time FTEs
had increased since 1988 while 4
said no-- the number had decreased.''
FAC made the following recommendation: ''Undoubtedly,theuse
of part-time faculty impinges on the
quality of education in Ohio. Some
use of part-timers may actually en- .
hance our institutions and many
part-time faculty are certainly an
asset; but I 2 of 15 institutions

sampled here exceeded using 20
percent part-time faculty; 9 exceeded 30 percent; 4 exceeded 40
percent and I exceeded 50 percent
[At the time of the 1990 study SSU
had 143 adjunct faculty and I 02
full-time· faculty]! The excessive
use of part-time faculty has largely
comeaboutduetounderfundingby
the legislature; yet the legislature
probably has no idea how heavily
some institutions have come permanently to rely on temporary help
whoinmanycaseS'arenot "plugged
into the system•• of higher education. While working conditions and
salary are poor for the part-time
faculty, students pay tuition for
higher quality instruction. For example, they can't get appointments
to get help from people who have
no telephones and offices or office
hours. We believe the Office of the
Ohio Board of Regents ought to
show interest in the use of part-time
faculty at our institutions, gather
data, open dialogue about the problems involved in this permanent
situation that may become even
more serious as underfunding worsens in the future, and develop solutions to alleviate the most pressing
greatly
problems. Leadership
needed in this area and the Chancellor with her known concern for
quality is better able to do this than
anyone else. This is substantiated
by the fact that merely asking for
information about this issue is met
with trepidation at several institutions and that some FAC members
wereunabletogetholdofdatatobe
used for discussion purposes only."
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cle. Contact Bill Holmes, UC Editor
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This ad l• for the 10% to 20%
of SSU closet homosexual stu. dents: There is now a way for you
to meet individuals like yourself!
It's completely confidential, free
and easy to use! lust send a picture
of yourself as well as personal info,,
such as: name, address, age, interests, et~. (phone number optional).
You can be matched with another
or others in your specific area. Just
write to lLRW Corporation, PO Box
1367,Ceredo, WestVirginia25507.
Ad. .

Non-Denominational Bible
Study has begun to hold meetings
in the Founder's Room of the University Center (location changes will
be posted in the Founder's Room)
Mondays at noon. All University
staff and students welcomed. Bring
your lunch and join in. Ad.
Interested in science fiction
role-playing? Individual wants to
start regular campaigns for Rifts
Role-Playing Game by Paladium.
Call Jeff Whitt at 353-3633. Ad.
The University Chronicle regularly holds staff meetings on Tuesday at 4:00 pm in Massie 411 . Ad.
Looking for folks to play pickup games of street hockey on
rollerblades. Age and experience
doesn't matter. See Dr. Tony Dzik
in Business Annex 133 or call 3552326: Ad.
Looking for individuals to play
Dungeons & Dragons.Beginner to
expert levels. Call Bill, 355-2502.
Ad.
The Initiation of the Chosen is
at hand. Ar Tyr Ar has Spoken. ...

AD.

.
l

ECKANKAR

Have you experienced the
Light and Sound of God?
For a free brochure on
ECKANKAR-Religion of the
Light and Sound of God
call 1-800-762-7685
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Cruise Ship Jobs!

Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summert11olidays/full-time.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour guides, gift
shop sales, deck hands, casino workers, etc. No experience necessary.
CALL612-680-4647,Exl Cl 47. Ad
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations,. call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013. Ad.

BEACH or SKI

.
•

i11 - tne of
•-

Need Help finding a job? Job
seekers can now read thousands of
weekly job opportunities advertised
in Sunday papers from across the
country. The Career Services Library recently subscribed to a service that compiles "help wanted"
ads from 64 cities and publishes
them on micro~che that is delivered weekly to the CSL library.
Help wanted ads.are complete and
unedited, providing full-time job
opportunities for both white and
blue collar, as well as experienced
and entry level positions.
Teacher's Job Fair - November 17 in Ocean City, Maryland.
Recruiters from Maryland, Virginia, Delaware, Washington DC, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and New York are expected to
be on hand to talk abou.i opportunities in their schools and to recruit
for openings they anticipate for the
1994-95 school year. The job fair
will be a day before the annual
regional conference of the MidAtlantic Association for School,
College and University Staffing
(MAASCUS) and will be held from
9am to I pm at the Carousel Hotel
and Resort in Ocean City. For more
information call Cindy Holland,
University of Delaware (302)8311231.

.,

snakes, lizards and turtles are available. Contact Steve Parlin at (304)
697- l 334orcall 355-1.502 and leave
message. Ad.
Comic Book-Spiderman 13 in
fair condition. $29.00. Call Jay Arr
at 355-2278. Ad

Group Promoter. Small or larger groups. Yours FREE, discounted
or CASH. Call CMI 1-800-423-5264.
·Ad ·

GREEKS & CLUBS!

RAISE UP TO $1000 IN JUST
ONE WEEKt For your fraternity,
sorority & club. Plus $1000 foryourselfl .And a free T-Shirt just for calling. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 75. Ad. .
SSU student interested in a career in journalism should gain valuable experience and college credit by
working for The University Chroni-

eluding pediatrics, hand, neuro-, efficient and effective. This sysstroke and ortopedics. Send resume tem is backed by a strong service
or call Walt Newlon, Rehab Services organiz.ation which provides trainFree Workshops
Director, Marietta Memorial Hospi- ing, installation, and on-going cusShining in the Intc_-view
tal, 40 I Matthew Street, Marietta, tomer supJ>-,rt. Openings are availNovember 16, 1993
able in the east and Midwest
Ohio 45750. (614)374-1438.
10:00am
Marketing Sales Representa- regions for highly motivated, self
Plan a Job Search
tive-Marketing of business equip- confident individuals to market
November 17, 199
ment, duplicators, facsimile, laser and support our services to Col4:00pm
printer and networking products/ lege and University Placement
Building a Winning Resume
equipment for O'ijrien Business Centers. For information call ReNovember 23, 1993
Equipment in Dublin, Ohio. Bache- sume Expert Systems at 1-8006:00pm
lors degree and excellent communi- 467-7017 and ask to speak with
All workshops are for one hour cation skills required, sales experi- Darryl Godfrey, Vice President
and are held in the Student Affairs ence helpful. Send resume to Violet and National Sales Manager.
Office Manager-full-time
Conference Room located in the Com- Moreira, 11 28th Street, Suite 603,
position available for person with
mons Building. Please register in the
New York, New York 10016.
experience and/or training in col- .
Career Center located on the first
Account Executive--High earn- lections. Accounting and comfloor of the Commons Building or
ings potential. Experienced media puter background necessary. Will
call 355-2213.
account
executives
needed be making collections as well as
Mead Fine Paper Division has
immediatly. Salary plus commission. sending out collection letters. Send
openings for })Maintenance EngiBenefits. We are an 89ual Opportu- reswne to Rick Morris, Klin.kers
neering Technician 2)Maintenance
nity Employer. No phone calls. Send Lumber & Builders Supply, PO
·Training & Apprentice Director. Job letter and resume to WPA Y ATTN:
Box 111, 100 Street, Waverly,
descriptions are available in Career JimSchuler, 1009GalliaStreet,PortsOH 45690.
Services Office. Sendresumeto:Em- mouth, Ohio 45662:
Mental Health Techltician/
ployment Manager, Mead Fine Paper
Registered Nurse--At Maple Emergency Services Worker Division, PO Box 2500, Chillicothe, View Manor, located in Bainbridge, This part-time position provides
Ohio 45601.
Ohio and Wintersong Village locat- telephone crisis intervention, counDepartment of Education-Pered in Washington Court Howre, Ohio seling information and refenal,
sonnel Department, Room 1012, 65
for more information call Brenda at establishes and maintains a liaiSouth Front Street, Columbus, Ohio
(614)634-3301 or Carol at (614)335- son with other mental health staff
43266-0308. Various teaching posiand community agencies. Two
1380.
tions. Complete listing on file in Cayea:rs of college preferred plus a
Cast
Estimator/Project
Engireer Services Office.
year of mental health experience
Office of Personnel Manage- neer--Interface with engineering, or equivalent training. Successful
ment- Personnel Department, 200 marketing and manufacturing to de- completion of the agency's trainWest Second Street, Room 507, Day- temune part productability and cost ing program is required. Send
ton, Ohio 45402. Various govern- to llllillufacture and prepare quota- resume to Beth Normand, Shawment service positions. Listing on tions for sales. Act in technical sup- nee Mental Health Center, Inc.,
port role to marketing and sales. Four
file at Career Services Office.
2203 25thStreet,Portsmouth, Ohio
Public Information Officer I- years experience in injection mold- 45662.
Under supervision of the Media Re- ing with knowledge of materials and
Program Fitness Coordinatorlation Chief, participates and in the prod'uct and tooling design. Excel- Mature individual needed for suabsence of Chief, oversees activities lent communications and people skills pervising fitness programs and use
of personnel involved in preparation required. B.S. in Plastics or Mechan- of
·exercise
equipment,
in dissemination of informational ical Engineering or Technology re- telemarketing (calling names
material. Serves as spokesperson for quired. Company is a northeastern given by existing members); poagency, eui.1ducts interviews with the Ohio based custom injection molder tential to move into a counselor
media, writes copy, photography, servicing auitomotive, appliance, position. Hours are from 3 :OOpm
proofs and performs limited layout medical and packaging industries. - 7:00pm, Monday - Friday. Apwork, issues news releases, articles , Salary is $38,000 - $42,000. ~terest- ply in person to Body Focus,
announcements and a monthly and ed applicants should fax their resume 4010D Rhodes Avenue, New
quarterly newsletter. Knowledge of to 1-412-225-8907, Bob Openbrier, Boston, Ohio 45662. Located
public relations,joumalism, commu- The Polen Group, 1445 Washington between Sears and Procare Vision
nication, budgeting and 'supervisory Road, Washington, PA 15301-9646. in Wal-Mart.
principles/techniques. Skills in typ- Phone (412)225-9500.
ing or word processing and ability to
Senior Marketing Represendeal withmanyvariablehelpful. Send tative--Resume Expert Systems,
reswne to Human Resources, Public a leader in the automation of ColUtilities Commission of Ohio, 180 lege and University Career and
East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio Placement Centers since 1986,
offers a fully integrated, computer
43226.
Physical Therapy Assistants-- based system designed to make
Full-time position available to work the process of putting job seekers
with diverse patient populations in- together with job providers more
in Massie 411 or call 355-2278.
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Proposal from page I - ~ - -

weeks. The SEA thus far has
Themediator'sProposalstates,
rejected two proposals brought be- "Teaching shall be the central part
fore the membership. The first was of eaeh factu1ty mefti her' s
the Uni_y«:ity s Last and Final Of- workload. Each ·full-service facfer that was rejected Thursday, Sep- ulty member be shall responsible
tember 9 and the second was the for teaching a maximum of 39
" orphan proposal" that came out credit hours in each academic year.
of a clarification meeting among A "credit hour'' shall be equal to
the mediator, the SEA, and the one and one-third hoursof class
University. This proposal was re- · lecture. Workload credit shall be
1ected Thursday, September 3 0.
awarded for Senior Project Courses
The Chronicle spoke with Sue at the rate of . I cr~t hour per
Porter, SSU Attorney and Chief student times the credit hours of
Negotiator. She stated that the Uni- the course.''
Furthermore, according the
versity was reviewing the new proposal.
Mediator's Proposal, the faculty
The Mediator's Proposal con- will also meet the six office hour
tained minor changes from the Last requirements that was initiated in
and Final Offer issued by the Uni- · the Last and Final Offer.
The SEA held elections for its
versity. The major change was in
the faculty workload. Under terms various executive offices on Friof the University's Last and Final day and Monday. The results were
Offer, the faculty workload was as follows: (President) Dr. Edward
setatamaximumof40credithours. Miner, Professor of Psychology/
The new proposal calls for a maxi- Sociology;(Vice-President) Scott
mum of 39 credit hours of cbntact Oliver, Professor of Biology; Julia
instruction. The other changes on Basham, Associate Professor of
lab hours will remain as stated in. Biological Sciences (Treasurer);
theLastandFinalOffer. Workload Janna Gallaher, Assistant Profesand working conditions have been sor of Electrical & Computer Enthe most serious issue discussed in gineering Technology (Secretary).
Miner served on the SEA Comnegotiations. Many members of the
faculty fear that if this contract munication Committee in 1993.
raises workload, the State workload Furthermore, Miner served as SEA
requirements may also raise the president during the labor actions
that occurred in 1987 and 1990.
teaching load next year.

Philosopher from page 9 _ _

must outstrip technology. Ethics
courses should be a major part of
the education of every student in
the sciences.
Audi finds it ironic that we pay
so much attention to the health of
the body while we seldom under. take exercises specifically designed for the mind. "Intellectual
exercise protects against mental
atrophy."
Audi feels we should "make
better use" of the retired and elderly. We do not provide them with
enough opportunities. At the same
time he believes that we should
provide incentives toward early
retirement in order to alleviate the
unemployment problem.
Says Audi," Society's frequent
indifference or prejudice toward
the elderly is one kind of immorality. The slothfulness of the healthy
retired is, arguably, the other side
of the coin."
J\udi feels that too much emphasis on rights and too little on
responsibility leads to passivity.
"Rights are only one side of morality."
The fifth problem is perhaps
the most difficult and the most important. Audi believes that modem
education can do a lot to relieve
our ignorance ofother times, places

and cultures. However, he believes
that multicultural educational ven-·
tores should include experience.
Audi points out that we have a
problem not only with illiteracy, but
with innumeracy. He points to the
sad state of television as one culprit
but also includes substandard education.
One of the most terrible threats
facing us today, says Audi, is the
" .. .fear that a Core-even a wide Core,
ranging from the humanities to mathematics and language to the natural
and social sciences, is intolerant.
But such a Core of basic methods,
subjacts and texts, is not intolerant.
Let us celebrate diversity, but proceed to appreciate it from the vantage point of a mastery of important material that can $erve any
indjvidual in any culture.
Moreover, a deep knowledge
of one's own culture and traditions
is by no means narrow, especially
if the traditions are themselves rich
and diverse."
After the talk there was a question and answer sessio~ followed
by a reception in the Richards Rotunda where the Franklin Methodist Church provided refreshments,
much appreciated in the light of
the recent announcement of a new
budgetary shortfall.
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Miner was unavailable for comment at press time.
Bill Hanlon, former SEA president and Assistant Professor of
Computer Information Systems,
stated, "We have a strong team in ·
place." Hanlon stepped down from
the SEA presidency in July for
medical reasons.
The Executive Committee will
be comprised of the following individual~ who will serve as representatives from the various faculty

·departments: Emily Gulker, Associate Professor of Speech (Arts
and Hwµanities); Larry Essmao,
Associate Professor of Accounting
(Business);
Melinda
Montavon, Instructor of Occupational Therapy (Allied
Health); Brian: Rudolph, Assistant Professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering Technology (Engineering Technologies);
Jack James, Professor of ·p sychology/Sociology (Soeial Sci-

ence); Tom Bowman, Coordinator/Assistant Professor, Phys.
Ed. \Director, Intramural Sports
(Education); Gary Gemmer, Associate Professor of Physics (Math
and Sciences).
Bauer will also sit on the Board
as the ex-president. The SEA stated
that this position, which is given to
the outgoing president, is to provide transition in leadership. All
officers and representatives will
serve for one year.
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A Special Pull-Out from The University Chronicle

men win opener
.

By Stephen Boone

UC StaffWriier
in the double figures while shootThe Shawnee State Bears ing 41 % from the field. Circleville
opened their season last Tuesday was led by Tony Moore's 25 poiht,
night with a I 07-65 victory over IO rebound performance. The
the Cedarville Bible College Cru- , Crusaders had 3 players in the
saders. Randall Pennington led double figur~ while shooting 36%
the Bears with- 23 points while from the field. The Bears next
Travis Meny added 15 points and game is against Kentucky Chris7 assists. The Bears had 5 players tian.

SSU volleyball team ends season

Seniors end careers with victory=========

by Martin Poston

UC Photo Editor
The Shawnee State University women's volleyball team
walked onto the court for its
final match of the 1993 season
last Wednesday in the Activities
Center. They ended their season
on a high note, walking off with
a straight-sets victory over West
Virginia Tech, I 5-5, 15-9, 15-7,
to finish 8-20 on the year.

began.
In her final match, Webb was
7-for-10 serving with an ace,
13-for- l 5 spiking with IO kills,
I-for- I setting, 7-for-9 passing,
and had one block. Sowers was
7-for~ 9 hitting with 5 kills and 1f or- l
rece1vmg,
and
Weatherhead was 17-for-l 7
serving with two aces, and 56for-59 setting with 27 assists_

Women Bears win exhibition game against Sullivan

By Ta1nmy Mullens

uc Sports Writer

game from "3 Point Land" pouring
-------------------------..
The Shawnee State Women in seven often attempts, meeting the
Bears rolled past Sullivan College record held by pointguard Tiffany
with an 88 to 83 victory during Tues- Clayton. Mains who ended up with
days exhibition game at South 28 points had outstanding help from
Webster. Shawnee States Annie key player Jenni Wessel who powMains and Jenni Wessel teamed up ered in 27 points from inside the
for a total of 55 points, 9 steals, 9 paint, grabbing 15 rebounds, and 5
, steals. Mains and Wessel were also
assists, and 2 blocked shots.
Annie Mains had an explosive joined by Robin Bugg who snatched

SSU women start with loss

6 rebounds and sank 14 points_
The rest of the Shawnee State scoring was Tiffany Clayton with. 7,
Molly Linville 8, and Kathy Riggs
with 4.
With Shawnee State Bears will
kick off their first home game November 9 at 5:00 p.m. against
Pikeville. Everyone is invited to
cheer on the Bears.'

By Brian Richards

The women's next challenge is
three-pointers were in fact the key to
UC Staff Writer
at
the
Wingate tournament the weekthe
game.
36
of
Pikeville's
77
came
The SSU women's basketball
off
the
threes.
of
November 20th to 22nd.
end
team opened their season at home
last Tuesday with a 77-71 loss to , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Jennifer Visi (left) and Angela Nowlin await a WV Pikeville College. The game began with the look of an easy vicTech serve in the second set of Wednesday night's
match.
tory for our Bears after they
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • j u m p e d to an early 9 to O lead.
Freshman players Audrie That lead, however, was quickly
Three senior players also
played the last match of their Bond and Emily Fisherback also eclipsed by Pikeville as they rallied
college careers that night. Out- joined Weatherhead with perfect and led by two at the half. A win was
• side hitter Bethany Webb is a serving. Fisherback and Kristy within SSU's grasp, but late turntrue senior who will graduate Geiser shared hitting honors with overs and mental errors sealed the
this spring, setter . Merri Webb; as Geiser went 14-for-15 victory for our guests.
Jenni Wessel led SSU with 25
Weatherhead will be graduating with 9 kills, and Fisherback went
points and 4 assists, however she
with an associate degree, and IO-for-I I with 8 kills.
At the match's conclusion, also had 7 turnovers. Pikeville had
outside hitter Sta~ey Sowers is
head
coach Jack Welz thanked 4 players indoubledigits and Allyson
using up her eligibility: The
SSU guard Tiffany Clayton (22) waits for an offenthe
fans
for their support of the Preece was their top gunner with 25 sive rebound in the Bears' season opener against
senior players were recognized
including 5 three-pointers. The .._Pikeville College
with flowers before the match team.

________________________...
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Jenny King

cellent shot blocker and reboundM. As a _junior a1 Shawnee State, Jenny carries a
GPA al above 3.2 in electrtca! qnd computer engineering. Her goal after
grCiduating is, philoSC>phicaHy, to be happy!

# 30

Nikki Jackson

FID.0-GOALS
PTS FGN rca fG"-",

Jack.son is a transfer student fl'Om Lee's Junior Colleoe In Kentucky, where she

averaged 18.3 pomts a game. Nikki was an All-District player while attending

1w1
11.,··

Cumberland High School under John Bond, In the futu.-, Nikki would like to make

mqney and s.uppcrt her family and shopping expenses.

# 24

Jenny is o 9rodua1e from Paris High School. in Paris. Kentucky. She is an ex-
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Robin Bugg

In
Uni }'9m, ohe made All-f'Nohman team, Her lavortte game with
Shawrwe State waa played all(Jlnll Rio Grande, In •milinals, where ah• hit two
by &.. thro,n. Her gama high was agalnot Urbana when ohe hit _ , 3-pcjnlen,
and made 23 point&, Anni• -nl lo Brocun County High School, where lhe
made the All-Dlolrtct and Claoa "A" All-Region teamo, and All-Slate Honoroble
Mention, A junior, ohe II majoring In buolnea admlnlotratian and lcNw all _ . ,
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Cathy Riggs
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# 54

Cathy cotMO to uo ao a &.hman from Gnenup County High School where
ol,e played for Bob llrywal. While therw lhe wao made AII-Conlerenao, All-Dllltrtc:t
All-Slate Honorable Mention, and Academic All-Slate. She III alao the
alltime 1-adlng
and rebounder and
the record for bloc:ked
Cathy
to haw a career In the allied health ti.Id after college, Her
are
playing bml:elball and shopping,

# 42

Missy Mc:Ghee

Thia lrNhman comao to Shawrwe State from Rowan County {Kentucky) Senior
lllgh.
waa Honorable Mentton All-League, won the &.. throw awmd. the
llhl-man award, and best
award,
ls majortnc, In ooctal eclanoo. Her
hobbieo are llnglng and IIWimmlng-.
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Basketball

Coach,
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Brandi, a sophomore tn occupahonal,theropy assistant, enJoy& swimming,
music, and friends, She cam~ to Shawnee Stale from South Webster High School
where she was captain of the basketball team. She was named Ohio-Kentucky
All•Star, MVP. and was also m Who s Who Among Studenls. She had 11_l3 points,
the most rebounds most a~1sts thute years, and olso was named .best defensive
player. Brandi 1s a forwarq/guard fer ShO'W'nee State, her finest game las1 year was
at home <1gainst Mt. Vernon Nazarene. She also plays on the Bears· softball t&0m
f1ELO.OOAlS

nM n:A

1\-acy ls entering her s<1cond year of coaching, aher playing for four
years al Shawnee State under Coach Robin Hagen-Smith, She came from
Green High School. where she scored over 2,000 points and was named
Division IV Co-Player al the Year. In her last year playing for Shawnee
Stale, 1\-acy was the MOC Player of the Year and her team won their fin,t
MOC championship, 1\-acy graduated from Shawnee State with a degree
in aocial acience and certilicallon in elementary education.

# 44

Brandi Denae Rose
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-Tracy Riehl

ceUent otudent with a GPA of 3,46.
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Mike Scott enters his third year as assistant coach for the women's
basketball team: He ls also the dorm monitor for the basketball program.
Scott is a graduale of the Univer.ijty of Kentucky with a baccalawvate
degree in health care management While at Kentucky, Scott played
three years as a spot starter and sixth man for the Wildcats, He played
one year al Wake Forest before transferring to Kentucky.
Prior to arrMng al Shawnee State, Scott played pro ball in France
and worked in marketing.

enjoys swimming- and competidve 1ennia. Joy is a student tutor at Shawnee State
while she works on her degree in occupational therapy aasistant. She ts an ex•

_,

1-POINTEIS
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300 55%
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Mike Scott

junior from Raceland Senior High School in Kentucky, Jov was an AllState player in high achoo! where she was Raceland'• all-time loading sco..r, She

92-93
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Aulatant Coach,

Jov II a
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Greqg Smith is entering his ninth season as assiStant women's baatetball coach al Shawnee Stale.
Smith is a graduale of Rio Grande College with a bachelor's degtee
in elementary. education and of Xavier University with a master's deg,ee
in educational admlnistrallon, While al Ria Grande, he played baseball
and earned three lettera,
As a teacher for Bloom Local School District, Smith has taughl grad •
six tluough eight for eight years and coached high school baseball and
junior high basketball.
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Her major ta bualneu administration.
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GO BEARS!

Tilfany, a junior, returns to the Bears as a gua,d, Her game high, lo date, II
21 points
Rio Gronde, when she hit oevan 3-pointaro, Tlllany led the nation
In 3-point percentageo for two weeb and finished ninth, She made
Team AIIOistrtc:t and
11,am All-MOC and averoged 4.S auiols a game. Tlllany came
from Northweol High School In CindMati where ahe pJay.d wKler Lauri lleyw.
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Tiffany Clayton
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native of the l'0rtlmouth area, Laot year
a.waoe<f 20 points and
9.7 rebounda a game and waa named lo
Team MOC and flm Team AllDillrict. Her beet ll(Jm9I
ocortng 44 poinll vs, Ohio Domlnlcan College and
her 17
(QQlnlt Urbana, Thia junior c:omN to Shaw,- State from 'M:r.-erly
High School, where lhe was on the basketball, track, and volleyball
Jenni
II inYolwd In the Unlftnlty Senate at ShawnN State.

lennt

1.lt

Molly la returning to Shawnee Sto1e aa a sophomore. Last seaaon, lhe mad.
MOC AIJ-f,..hman team and her game high WOii 23 poinll
Mt, SI. )oNph,
Molly wao a tri-athlele from Bracken County High School, In Kentucky, where ohe
was an all-time leading- scorer while playing under Gary Clayton. She was CDl
AII-Dlltrtc:t player three ywaro In a row, Molly anjoya playing oand volleyball and
-mrninll-

7Sll331'11U'n32

1a:111e,1so,.1311az

RenN Ill a 10phomo.- from Western High School whe.- ohe playad under
Kim Conlay. In high ochool, ahe was one of the best 3-polnt ahOOlenl ln the C<JWI·
try. Re,- becanw an All-Ohio ftm Teaq, player with excellent accwacy from
behind the arc, She <M1r<Jged owr 30 poinll a game her oenlor ywar, She made
AII-U.S,A. Honorable Mention, Renee II a1ao a ocholar athlete. Laat Y90<
game high waa 17 points aoainll Wilberforce, Renee want& to become an .i.m.ntary teacher, She alao
on the Bears' IIO!tball team.
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Renee Walls
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Robin returns to Shawnee State a11 a ae~lor. La11t year ahe was First Team
MOC. Honorable Mention, All-District, and eecond on the team In rebounding.
Her game high was 28 points against Cedarville. She was a transfer atudent fror11
Lee's Junior College where she led in rebound,. Robin plans to work aa b guidance counselor and coach after graduatk)n. She enJoye aoftbaU and cloggk,g,

Annie Mains # 12
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Robin

Hagen-Smith
Head Coach

Women's Basketball

Robin Hagen-Smith enten, her ninth season as head
coach al the v,omen's basketball program al Shawnee Stale,
where she ha:, built a winning tradition, Following her lira!
year record of 9-13. she led the Bears to six consecutive winning seasons, laking her team to the championship game of
District 22 twice and -recording victories over NCAA Division I
opponents. Wtth the 1991-92 oeason came the triumphant, ltratyear debut of the BeCIIll' in the Mid-Ohio Conference, having
won the league championship with an undefeated 14-0 record
Robin was named MOC Coach of the Year and District 22
Coach of the Year, and her overall record is 186-90,
h_,bin played al Shawnee Stale for two yean, before transferring lo Rto Gran.de College. where she became the first ·
female in the school's history to be named Accademic AIIArnerican, In 1989, she was elected to the Rio Grande Athletic
Hall of Fame,
Robin received a baccalaureate in physical education
from Rio Grande in 1983 and a master of education concentrating in physical education from Xavier University in 1985,
She coached the Shawnee Stale sollball team to a district
title in 1989, the first year of the team's existence.
Robin and her husband, Gregg, who ts also her assistant
eoacli, reside in Portsmouth.
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Thlo oenlor la bade aa a guard for th• Bean,. l.aat year Ryan IJY9rageci 14.9
a game, and led In tr.. throw shooting with 85.7 percent. Ryan play,od ai
£diaon for two yean. whant he led the nation In 3-palnt field goalo IDCICM
and attempted. He la from Pntble
where he made All-Slate. Ryan piano
to become a prlvale
and work for the govarnmant. He eni- llahlng
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Ryan Hudson # 22

CMS

Bryan ia returning to Shawnee State as a ;unior. He was the leading returning
rebounder last year. Bryan played for Rici. Bowman al South Webster Hiqh School,
where he led in field goal percentage, rebounds, and received Honorable MenHon All·State: Bryan is ma:ionng in plastica engineering. He enjoys hunting and
Jishing.
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Craig returns ::s :: i::'1-""C:d for Sha·,:nee State and 1s a semor. His best gan:e
V:C! playmg.the tCp re:::".Jnd1::";1 team. Walsh, ·::here he led with len rebo'..l::is
C:::19 played at Pc:tsr.-.:;·.;th H!~h Schooi. where he v:os MVP, Spec1cl Me;:1;c::
Ss::::e. and Otuc S1-::1e C:'":~mi:,:on. Craig :ead h:s high school team m rebcu:.:i:: :i
sc-.::;:ng, and free ~hrO"':: ;:erc6:-.1age. Ctc1g pla::s to become a part ol :he C:::.,::!:,J
c:-.0 !!nonce or !r.-.·.s1r:.e:.1 1r:1·.1srry.
·
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Craig Miller
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This freshman cotnes 10 Shawnee State from Zane TI-ace High School, while
there he was All-League, All•D1slrict, All-Ohio, and averaged 18 pcinta. 11 re•
bounds. 7 assists a game. He played m Sestoma All-Star Game and District A:11Star Game. Pat is majoring in business management. He is an all-around athlete
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playing baskelball, baseball. soccer. and lootb<..L Pat enjoys listening to mu&ic
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and collecting baseball cards.
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Darius Williams
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Las! year this senior aV&~::~ed 9.7 pcmts a game. Damis ployed at P. K.

Mike Helton

Young High School. Y:h&re C'.6 was selected 05 a McDonald·s All·Ameno;rn. Darius
also made First Teom Confe;e:-:ce end D1stnct All -Area. His pion for the lv.tu're is

# 24

to go to low school.

-

Mite ii nttuming to Shawnee State as a Junior. Last year he was on the AllTournament team at the Rio Grande tourr,ament. Mike transferred from Morihead
State hla aophomore year. He played for Coach Rex Cool:uy at Fauview HlQb
School, where he was Honorable Mention All-State, All-Area, and All-Dillrlct.
Mike la majoring in accounting and plans to attain a CPA license and ...,.k tor a
firm. He enjoys llahing, baaketbaU, and the Buffalo Bills football; and N"" York
Mets baseball loams.
··
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Travis Merry
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Shane comes to Shav;nee State as a junk>r. Previolllly, he played for Owens
Tech College ~here they were two limes national champs. Shane was awarded
th_e Student/Athletic Award. Shane also played for Coach Jim Hahn at Concord
High School when
1'·ere state ru:mers-up (1990). they won 61 home gamn
(sta.te _rec~rd). and m 1991 were reg1cnal champs/semi-state runners-up. Shane ii
rna1onng m general bUS1r.ess 01 $hawnee Slate. He enjoys art, movies, billiard&.
and worldng out .

Tius Shawnee State sernor plans 1h1s year to increase his school record as all•
time assist leader. Travis 1s also a shoaier" gveragmg 15.7 points a game last year.
.These two attnbutes helped him rec_e1ve Honorob"e Mennen MOC, and Honorable
Mention D1stnd 22. Captain Metty 1s also an excelling student. receiving an AJ::o..
dem1c AII-Amencan award. Merry hopes for a caree.r in plashes engineering after
graduaUon.
P1S rGN rGA FC%

1:.5 IOI

Shane Dennis Bechtel

VIO ILi RI ma
67
ff/
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Kavin la a Junior college tnmafer student from Sinclair Community College In
Dayton, Ohio. While at Sinclau; he played for the filth ranked team In the country
and _,. an All-Ohio Honorable MenUon. He lead his team In blocked shom and
prldeo himaell In defense. Kevin led hla hiqh echool team, Centerville, In oc:oring,
rebounding, blocked shots, cbqrges taken and was team MVP. He haa a llfll-year
record of five charges taken in a game. Kevin'• hobbies are martial arts and tennis. He plana a career In the media.

COACHES
Eugene Collins Jr.

Jason Gammon

Aallistant Coach, Men'•

# 32

Collins is a 1983 gradu::ite of Portsmouth High School. where he
played varsity sports both :,1 basketball and baseball. He is alao a 1985
graduate of Shawnee Stale Community College and a former player on
lhe Rangers basketball teem. He is in his third year as an <ISSis1anl coach
for the Bears.

laaon ii returning as a 10phomore for Shawnee State. Jason played for Randy
Ward at Greenup Counly High School. where he was awarded Honorable Mention, All-State, and teom MVP. His major is plastics engineering and he en}O)"I
golfing, fiahing, and hunting.

f'IELD.GOAI.S
S-PODITCRS
FREE 11DIOW&
PTI FON FGA PG-ii. FON reA re, fTN fTA ""'
l l 9" 1 4 2 5 % 0 0 0
119" 1 3 2 5 % 0 0 0

Tear

92.93

1btal

Randall Pennington

RID AST sn VIO ILi: FU GIii
02
02

Winning programs are nothing new to Head Coach Jim

# 54

Arnzen. He played high school baskelball for his father. Bob
Arnzen. lhe winningest coach in Ohio high school history. Ar.
a player. Jim led his Delpho's SL John learn to a 45-9 record,
and during his senior year. was named ClaSG A Player of !he
Year m Ohio.
Playing success followed Jim to Defiance College, where
m 1980. he was captain of the learn lhat qualified for the NAIA
National Championship Tournament. He received a baccalau--

H:Jf:rfoll pl•.tJ':"•j. : •
M.t::flr0f, ;J l.J.m·:~. )t'J rn;d 1h1:n 1tonsl~11.<:..,f t
8!. :·.':11,.:,_• ~•Jkoo hr:: ; , f
:;1'. ;f., ·,~ ~: 1~;k;:, J tu-.>t ·~,11 of!. li-t 1et1111!!' 1, Sf'tt1·1:1.~••
,., 1!11: ,,_.,;, q:: : ·•r...
H ::.,J,di pl-i~•t kJr Sr..l1nt1 P•.>ml High Sd1t I WltN1•• IL•
·1; :; :\ll Si Jk.;o rn t, 'r, j, :-.1: ...lt :,l 111rl'..fr.,,-.:~t-.•1U lfi.,. ~rwq:; ·11,,krJ q•1tll'!:; •11114
p ... : 1111•1

reate in business odministration and business education from
Defiance anc.i entered the coaching ranks.

Shane Anderson
8h(nte

I!:;
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Moving on to the college ranks, Jim IO(!)k over lhe progr~m
at Northwestern Busmess College m Wma, Ohio, where m lour

u hu11sfe1 st11d~111 from S.>i11he111 Stute CommumtY College, where he

2:1.'l. points"" gt1111~ Shrnit-> Wt!"lll lo McClam High School where he was
All l.1:mgue, All D1sh1(.1. All Otur.. -t.iu,( IA:MJQue Pluyet of the Year. His major 1s
plir.;1ccd thehlJ>lsl uss1sltm! 11u<l he 1,us u 3.!> yrade uveiage. Shane en1oys basket

HYt:tluyed

Massilion Jackson High 'School, where Jim served as a
teacher and assistant coach, was the first step of his coaching
career followed by a stint m lhe same role at Uma Shawnee
High School.

tm<l lii.te11111y lo IIIUtil

Jim Arnzen

Athletic Director
Head Coach
Men's Basketball

seasons, he compiled a 105-56 record. In 1985 and 1987, he was
named Ohio Junior College Athletic Conference Coach of lhe
Year. and Defiance College named him their Alumni Coach of

the Year m 1987. After serving a year as admissions represen•
tative of Las Vegas Business College, hm was selected as the

person lo build the ne·•· basketball program al Shawnee Slate
Umvvrsity. He has been head coach of lhe Bears airice that
time. and in 1992 he was namecl athletic director, comctding

with his coaching responsibilities at Shawnee State.
hrn and his wife. MCiry, have bee11 morned ten years. They

reside m Portsmouth wilh their four year old daughter. Jill.

1993-1994 SSU Basketball Season

•

'

Shawnee State. University

1993·94 ·Bears Basketball
Tueeday, November 9'
Tu-=lay, November 16
Friday, November 19
Tu-=lay, November 23
Tueoday, November 30

Friday, December 3
Satwday,~mber4

Monday, Dec,,mber6
ThW'llday, December 9
Satwday, December 11'
Wedn-=lay, December 29
Thunday, December 30

Men's Basketball Schedule

Tuesday, November 9'
Friday-Sunday, November 20-22
Monday, November 29

At Ohio Valley .............................................. . 7:30 p.m.
SSU CLASSIC • SSU .,._ LINDSAY Wll.SON ...................... 6:00 p.m.
RIO GRAffl>E .,._ CUMIERLAJO> . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... 8:00 p.m.
SSU CLASSIC · CONSOLATION GAME . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. 1:00 p.m.
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME . ...................................... . 3:00 p.m.
ASBURY ............................................... , ...... 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, December 4
Saturday, December II'
Monday, December 13
Friday, December 17

~
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::~:::::
At MadoMa .................................................. 7:00 p.m.

~
di.::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::~;:~:::::
At Marietta Tournament • SSU vs. Ohio Oomlpican .... , ....•. , .... 6:00 p.m.

Marietta va. Waynesburg ................ ., .................... 8:00 p.m.
At Marietta Tournament - Consolation Game . . . . . . . . . . . . , ...... 6:00 p.m.
Championship Game .. ........ , . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . " . 8:00 p.m. ·

Monday, January 3
Wednesday, January 5
Satwday, January 8 •
Tuesday, January 11'
Wednesday, January 12
Saturday. January 15
'J\Msday, January 18'
Saturday, January 22
Tuesday, January 25
Saturday, January 29"

~ii:
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::·::::::::::::::::::~::~:::::
RIO GRAffl>E . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. 4:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 1•
Wednesday, February 2
Saturday, 'February 5 •
Tuesday, February 8
Thursday, February 10
Friday, February 11
Saturday, February 12
Tuesday, February 15
Thursday, February 17
Saturday, February 19
February 24, 26, & March I

Af Rio Grande .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. ........ 7:30 p.m.
wn.BERFORCE ....... ...................................... 7:30 p.m.
At Cedarville .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. 7:30 p.m.
At Urbana ...... .. ..................... , . .. .. .. . . .. . . . 7:30 p.m.
OHIO VALLEY . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .• . .. . . .. ... 7:30 p.m.
.. .. .. .. .. .. . 7:30 p.m.
At Wilberforce .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . ..
At Ohio Dominican .. . .. . • .. . .. ... ·... . .. .. .. ... .. .. 7:30 p.m.
At Mt. Vernon Nazarene .................... ,.. , ............ 7:30 p.m.
WILMINGl'ON .. .. . .. .. .
. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .
. .. . .... 7:30 p.m.
WALSH . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. 3:30 p.m.

• Indicates doublehead6rs

Women's Basketball Schedule

CIRCLEVILLE 1111.E ................... ....................... 7:30 p.m.

CEDARVILLE .. . . ............................................. 7:30 p.m.
CINCINNATI BIILE ............................................ 7:30 p.m.
IJJIIIANA. .. . . .. ...... , . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .... , .......... 3:30 p.m.
OHIO DOMINICAN ................. :...... .. ............... 7:30 p.m.
MT. VERNON NAZARENE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .... 3:30 p.m.
At WtJlsh . ................. , ................................. 7:00 p.m.
At Tiffin . .................................................. 7:31) p.m.

MOC Tournament

Saturday, December 18

PID:VILLE ..... .' ......................................... .. 5:00 p.m.
At Wingate Tournament. ....... , .......................... , ... T.B.A.
CHARLESTON .............................................. 7:00 p.m.

~:~t :: ::::: ::::: :: :::~ :: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :·::::~:: ~:::

At JUPUI. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .......................... 7:00 p.m.
SSU 'IOURNAMENT - SSU .,._ W.VA. TECH .......... , ....... 6:00 p.m.
RIO GIIAJIDE .,._ MARIAN .................................. 8:00 p.m.
SSU 'IOURNAMENT • RIO GRAffl>E -n. W.VA. TECH ........ .. 1:00 p.m.
SSU -n. MARIA1! . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ....................... 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday, January 4
Wednesday, Januqry 5
Saturday, January 8'
Tuesday, January 11'
Thunday, January 13
Saturday, January 15
Tuesday, January 18 •
Saturday, January 22
Tuesday, January 25
~ a y . January 27
Saturday, Jandtiry 29

URION ............................. .. .................. . 5:00 p.m.
At Pikeville . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. ........... 6:00 p.m.
RIO GRAffl>E ............................. ., . . .. . . . .. . .... 2:00 p.m.
CEDARVILLE ............................................... 5:00 p.m.
At Campbellaville ........................ 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:15 p.m.
At Urbana ................................................. 2:00 p.m.
OHIO DOMINICAN ......................................... 5:00 p.m.
Af Mt. Vernon . . ........................................... 2:00 p.m.
WALSH .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. 7:00 p.m.
CENTRAL STATE . .......................................... 7:00 p.m.
Af Tlflin .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ................. 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 1•
Saturday. February 5•
Tuesday, February 8
Thunday, February 10
Saturday, February 12
Tuesday, February 15
Saturday, February 19
February 24-26 & March 2

At Rio Grande .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .................. 5:00 p.m.
At Cedarville ........................................ -~ .... 5:00 p.m.
URBANA ............ .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . 7:00 p.m.
At Mt. St. Joseph .............................. : ............ 7:00 p.m.
At Ohio Dominican .. .. .. • .. .. .. • . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . ....... 2:00 p.m.
MT. VERNON ....... .... , ................................ 7:00 p.m.
At Walsh .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .......... 2:00 p.m.
District II Playoft. . .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . ....... T.B,A.

March 10-15

. District II Nationals (Monmouth, <;lregon) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • , .. T.B.A.

